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The past month has seen a great deal of unin-
formed comment on some of the issues that
took centre stage in the national scene. The
Apex court in a landmark judgement over-
turned some of the more regressive provisions
of Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, the
spotlight was once again on the Rafale deal,
mostly for the wrong reasons, a veteran officer
was arbitrarily put under arrest and the
Service Chiefs continued to be at the receiving
end of all that is perceived to be wrong in the
Armed Forces.

Overturning some of the more regressive
provisions of Section 377 was something that
should have been welcomed as it set aside
treating people with a different sexual orienta-
tion as criminals. Section 377 itself is quaintly
worded, the words “carnal intercourse against
the order of nature,” reflecting an era in which
Victorian prudery was at its zenith. In any
case, no one has really determined what
exactly is the order of nature and why it has to
be so sacrosanct. Such a law never ever exist-
ed in the history of Indian jurisprudence till its
introduction by the British in 1861.

Some of the comments in the social media
were laughable, had they not been made by
senior veterans. What, they asked, will now
happen to the Army? Will the Armed Forces
legalise homosexuality? The veterans and
some in the serving fraternity too, seem to
have forgotten the provisions of military law,
specifically the all encompassing “An act prej-
udicial to good order and military discipline.”
But on a more rational note, all that the Apex
Court has done is to remove the criminality
element from a certain type of sexual orienta-
tion. That does not give licence to people to
deviate from accepted patterns of behaviour

as a right.
The Rafale deal has also kicked up a storm,

with most people commenting on an issue on
which they have neither the facts nor the
expertise to give any sort of opinion. The
opinion of the Air Force brass is shrugged off
as being in sync with the governments views.
While views on what type of aircraft India
should have can and must be debated, one
thing is clear: The deal was free from corrup-
tion as it was a G to G deal. Let the matter rest
there.

On a more sorry note, an army veteran was
arbitrarily arrested on charges of violating the
SC/ST Act, which were later found to be false.
The case pertained to a dispute between two
neighbours over illegal construction in one of
the houses. That the SC/ST Act was falsely
invoked by a civil servant against the Army
veteran points to a blatant abuse of authority
by those in power, which is a worrisome trend.
It points to a decay in our system of dispens-
ing justice which needs to be urgently
addressed.

Finally, there seems to be no stopping
some veterans from hurling abuse at the serv-
ice chiefs. For most of these worthies, their
personal contribution to the Service while
donning the uniform was not much to write
home about, but on getting the veteran tag,
they suddenly seem to have grown a fresh pair
of wings and heaps of knowledge about how
the Army, the Navy and Air Force should be
run! They had their time under the sun. It is
best now for them to let the serving lot do the
job they are mandated to do. Let us remem-
ber, that every time we disrespect our Chiefs,
our own standing diminishes in the larger civil
community.
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The recent
elections in
Pakistan had all
the glitz, glamour
and the trappings
of the cricket IPL
played in India.
The teams were
the various parties,

vying to put their candidate in the Prime
Minister’s ‘gaddi’ and the bookies were
rampant and as active as they can ever
get with such a colourful array of
participants. There was the over-arching
‘Godfather’ (like the BCCI) overlooking
the proceedings but, “Hey Presto!” it
wasn’t the election commission as is the
norm but rather, the Pakistan Army!
Indeed, it turned out to be the Third
Umpire too, deciding who was out and
who was not! The colourful flags, the
noise, the music, the cheering, the whole
‘sab-cheez’ was not an unfamiliar sight to
the teeming millions on this side of the
border. Was ‘Match Fixing’ far behind?
Apparently not.
Given such a canvas, was there a

doubt as to who would be the winner
between a hard core politician, a rookie
politician or a cricketer? The
swashbuckling ‘Swinger’ (in more ways
than one), Imran Khan, was not only
the poster boy of his party, the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) but also of the
elections. While his charisma and
image on and off the cricket field did
not immediately manifest onto his
political career which started in 1996,
Imran Khan has slowly but steadily
climbed the ladder of Pakistan politics,
rung by rung. A fiery orator with a
penchant for anti-establishment
rhetoric when in opposition, he
adopted a rather hardliner approach
towards the USA which does not auger
well, now that he is in power. Of course,
the recent nipping of the $300 million
military aid by the US government was

a process already in the oven by the
time he arrived on the scene as the
Prime Minister.
Imran Khan’s rather prominent

inclination towards the Pakistan Army
was probably the clinching factor that
determined his assurance to the
coveted post. With the former Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif attempting to
take a hard stand against the Army, it
was but a matter of time before they
had him and his daughter arrested for
criminal misdemeanour, critically, just
prior to the elections. It was a judicial
coup, clearly executed by the Army.
There is no gainsaying that the Pakistan
polls were ‘managed to convenience’.
With barely 53% voter turnout, Army
presence everywhere (3,70,000 troops
deployed in the garb of providing
security), the ineffectiveness of
democracy in Pakistan lay exposed. It is
historical that the ‘deep state’ has not
allowed any political party to flourish or
gain so much popularity as to do away
with the shadow of the Pakistan Army
or the ISI. Possibly the most disturbing
factor in these recent elections was the
permission that was granted for
terrorist organisations like the Lashkar-
e-Taiba (LeT) and the Jamaat-ud-Dawa
(JuD) to participate. Their presence
signalled hand-holding and collusion
with the Army and that is not a good
sign for the new incumbent, especially
as he makes his foray into international
diplomacy for the first time.
The new Prime Minister has a lot on

his plate as he starts his innings. He is
faced with a line-up of “pace” / “spin” /
“swing” / “left arm” / “right arm” bowlers
who he will have to overcome and make
his score count. Pakistan’s sagging
economy is a major cause for worry. The
Pakistan rupee has collapsed and the
foreign exchange reserves are low. The
huge monetary debt built up against
China in its pursuance of the CPEC will

be difficult to repay. A loan from the IMF,
in the present circumstances, appears
distant. Imran Khan will, perforce, have
to make compromises on his security
and foreign policies. He will need to
make positive moves towards the Afghan
peace process and attempt to curb
Pakistan’s links with terrorist
organisations. Alongside, having
brought him into the seat of power, the
Army, as the significant controller of
policy in the country, has become
stronger than before. Not willing to be in
power and face accountability on
essential commodities owed to the
common man, is a matter of choice for
the Army. It is the power without
responsibility which will cement their
position.
Imran has played many a game (of

cricket) against India. His overtures on
the field and off the field towards the
Indian players has enamoured him to
them. But, come the start of the game,
he has been ruthless in his execution
and pursuit of victory. Do we see this
translate to his diplomatic disposition
towards India? I think we need to treat
him with caution, given the ‘control
mechanism’ whose sole existence and
projection hinges on its attitude
towards India. Let us continue to
believe that Pakistan’s economic, moral
and military support to the proxy war
against India will not change. The
“Sidhu Hug” is a googly. Let us not be
taken in by the “Doosra”.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF

as a fighter pilot with distinction. He
has commanded three units, a MiG-29

Sqn, a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE
(considered the ‘Top Gun’ school of the
IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché
in Washington DC. He retired in 2011

as the AOC-in-C of Southern Air
Command.

IS IT A GOOGLY OR A ‘DOOSRA’?
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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PERISCOPE

How does India
manage competition
and cooperation in the
Indian Ocean Region
(IOR) and why is
competition and
cooperation necessary
now? It wasn’t so

sometime back. Therefore, it is probably
important to mention the geopolitics of
the region in which ocean had hidden
role but was hardly being spoken. Ahmed
Rashid’s classic book, titled. ‘Oil, Islam
and the Great Game’ is very instructive. A
Pakistani journalist who got into the
bastion of Taliban when it was ruling
Afghanistan towards the end of 90s, he
was probably the first writer who publicly
spoke about Pak Army/ISI’s complicity
with the Taliban. Reprimand was swift
and for many years he was banished
from Pakistan but now he is back in his
country, though less active. Linkages of
Indian Ocean littorals to the world
geopolitics and the great game  come out
clearly in this book. One would also recall
the Cold War era when the US had close
relations with Iran and Pakistan, mainly
to prevent the Soviet Union from getting
access to the warm water ports of the
Arabian Sea. Discovery of oil in the gulf
and subsequent fall of the Soviet Union
changed the international order from
bipolarity to unipolarity making US, the
single hegemon.

The disruption in this world order
probably began post 9/11 which led the
US to revisit Indian Ocean more
seriously. Possibly this wasn’t the only
reason; it was also driven by the arrival of
China, which had made tremendous
economic and military strides while the
US was busy fighting war on terror and
was now challenging US unipolarity and
pursuing its desire to change the
international order. Having made its
presence felt in South China Sea, China

will-soon emerge in the IOR full scale
when it achieves its maritime silk road
ambition. We need to see Indian Ocean
competition and cooperation in this
larger context, otherwise by itself, Ocean
is only a facilitator, a medium for
transportation and natural resources.

The IOR is important to China since
over 60 percent of her oil needs are met
from this region. China also always has
military objectives embedded in its
economic development activities. That is
why one finds Hambantota, Male,
Djibouti and Gwadar happening. China
considers this sea route vital to its
economic well being and  therefore finds
it necessary to secure it militarily. With
the presence of 40 navies already in this
region, it offers ample opportunity to
accidental or unintended face offs. What
else would one expect when combatant
are face to face with each other?

On the other hand, the discourse of
larger Indo-Pacific has become more
pronounced after the US renamed its
Pacific Command to Indo-Pacific
command. This commitment is perhaps
driven by the reality that its close allies
Japan and South Korea access most of
their oil from the Gulf. US’s drive for war
on terror, its policy towards Iran and
support to Sunni kingdoms in the Gulf
are issues of the great game. It puts to
rest any notion of declining US interest
in the area.

One would recall PM Modi’s
articulation at Shangri La on 1 June,
where he said that India did not wish to
make competition to become conflict
but cooperation and we must not return
to Great Power rivalry.  He also
mentioned  that the Indian Navy has
been engaged in cooperation in the IOR
for years. Indian Navy’s maritime strategy
lays down the role it envisions for itself
from Straits of Malacca to Straits of
Hormuz in the North Arabian Sea

extending down to Bab-el-Mandep and
Horn of Africa.

While the Eastern Indian Ocean has
been relatively quiet, the Western Indian
Ocean, i.e., Arabian Sea, both the gulfs
and the African coast has seen much
action. The non traditional threats such
as piracy, terrorism,  transnational
crimes, narcotics trafficking, arms
smuggling, illegal fishing, seabed
exploration, non combatant evacuation
following man made disasters and
human suffering have all taken place in
this area which remained outside the
area of operations of the Indo-Pacific
command of the US. Western Indian
Ocean and Gulfs are under the charge of
Central Command with whom India did
not have any institutionalised
mechanism of cooperation. But 2+2 talks
on 6 September have made some
correction and now there is an
agreement to position a Naval Liaison
Officer at NAVCENT in Bahrain and put
in place a formal mechanism to
exchange information regarding
maritime movements and sharing other
maritime issues. India, being the largest
country in the region with strong Navy,
has been by and large, the first responder
in the region.

Global energy trade in the IOR have
led to presence of extra regional naval
ships in the name of securing SLOCs.
Presence of large number of combatants
from 40 odd countries provides
opportunities of accidental or
unintended encounter. To prevent this,
cooperation would be necessary.

The development drive in the Eastern
Indian Ocean littorals has made them
even more energy hungry. Countries
such as China, Japan, South Korea and
India are largely dependent on their
trade traversing through IOR sea lanes.
Securing these sea lanes is in the interest
of all these countries.

COMPETITION AND COOPERATION
IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM
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Indian Navy has created a web of
surveillance network to improve
maritime domain awareness and share it
with IOR countries. In the absence of a
formal regional security architecture, it
has established bilateral and few
multilateral arrangements by way of joint
EEZ surveillance, patrolling, electronic
monitoring, exchanging white shipping
data and intelligence. On 4 Dec 2017 the
Indian CNS stated that naval ships,
submarines and aircraft are on mission
based deployment 24x7 at the choke
points in the IOR where non traditional
security risks to shipping are high. It also
provides flexibility to our combatants to
respond to natural disasters in the area.
These warships also carry HADR stores
every time they leave harbour. The
countries in the IOR having  bilateral
agreements with India have developed
SOPs to operate together. These
agreements also serve as confidence
building mechanism amongst
participating countries and provide
transparency to operations. One of the
prime reasons for absence of any formal
security architecture in the Indian Ocean
is lack of confidence amongst the littorals
because of big power rivalries. Recently,
for the first time, IONS is  discussing
enabling mechanisms to establish
common security framework.

India’s own North Eastern states’
development is closely linked to Act East
Foreign Policy. The trade and maritime
security cooperation with ASEAN is
witnessing exponential rise. Joint
development of ports, logistics support
agreements for each other’s ships and
aircraft is an effort in the direction of
shared security. India’s recent
agreements with UAE and other gulf
countries, Mauritius, Seychelles and
Madagascar has provided opportunity
for larger participation and quicker
response mechanisms to  traditional and
non traditional  maritime threats.

At the Shangri La dialogue, Prime
Minister Modi emphasised the concept
of SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in
the Region), clearly establishing
relationship between economy and
security. The Indian Navy deploys in that
spirit of protection. The visit of PM Modi
to Wuhan also demonstrates initiative
and effort to bring China in the fold for
stability and peace in the region to

ensure free movement of legal commerce
in accordance with rule based
international order. The Indo-Pacific is a
vast area and therefore, number of mini
and multilateral arrangements for
adequate assets must be seen as subtext
in the larger context of shared security.
Creating any new organisation would
only add to dysfunction. There is need to
strengthen the existing organisations
such as IONS or IORA  and redefine
shared responsibilities. The capacity
building in those countries will have to
commensurate with own threat
perceptions.

India and Africa along with Japan are
in the process of setting up cooperative
mechanisms. Countries with larger
assets will need to commit greater
support to this framework. Although the
littorals have not yet come on a single
platform, Indian Navy and navies of
these countries have established
bilateral arrangements for security in the
areas where their own  assets are
inadequate.

One question which is asked often is
“does India see any maritime
cooperation with China in the near
future?” There would be no doubt in
believing that every country with energy
and trade interests in the IOR will need to
ensure security of the sea lanes which is
imprudent to achieve singly, but in a
cooperative manner. One has to build
trust with each other to avoid each
nation creating a chain of military bases
across the world over for its own security.
In 2007, the then CNO of the US Navy,
Admiral Mike Mullen had suggested 1000
ship world Navy for maritime security.

India has intensified Bay of Bengal
initiative BIMSTEC wherein decision
making would be participative. The focus
remains on connectivity for free
movement of legal commerce following
rule based international order.

Much of Cooperation and
competition in the IOR will depend on
US-China, US-India and US-Iran
relationship in near future. On the US-
China front, the US needs China since it
is its largest trading partner but yet it
wishes to restrict China’s rapid rise.
Though China has some distance to
travel on this account, its GDP being
around 58% of the US. As far as
technology is concerned, opinions are

divided; the gap between the two could
be two to three decades. US would like to
delay narrowing of this gap. It is in this
context that US-India relations need to
be seen. India being Special Strategic
Partner, US expects India to play larger
role in achieving its objectives. India’s
importance in the Indo-Pacific is
reflected in the outcomes of 2+2
dialogue. Signing of COMCASA, and
earlier LEMOA speak for themselves.
However, if US imposes restrictions on
India’s oil imports from Iran and buying
defence equipment from Russia, then US
achieving its strategic objectives in the
Indo Pacific could become restrictive.
US-Iran relations are also important. Any
harsh actions against Iran has the risk of
increased Taliban offensives against US
troops in Afghanistan, apart from nuclear
weapon proliferation. The present
downtrend in US-Pakistan relations has a
limit. US needs Pakistan for counter
terror operations in Af-Pak region as also
for logistics support to US troops. It
wouldn’t like to abandon Pakistan
altogether, much to India’s discomfort.
India’s investment in development and
operationalisation of Chabahar port is
important  and could be an alternate
route for the US, should it need to
abandon Pakistan. 

We are at a critical juncture of
developing geopolitics with the arrival of
President Trump. There has been visible
disruption in established US strategy in
the IOR. Will the strong institutions of the
US prevail over tweeting desires of the
President is something that we need to
watch. The nervousness amongst US
allies operating in IOR emanates from
this uncertainty.

India, so far, has walked the tight rope
rather well. It has maintained a balanced
foreign policy among US, Russia and
China. PM Modi’s visit to Wuhan and
Sochi are reflective. Continuation of
current policy will call for stability in
governance if Security And Growth for All
in the Region is to be taken to logical
conclusions.

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM,
AVSM, NM and Bar is the former

Commander in Chief Western Naval
Command & former Chief of Integrated
Defence Staff. He is now Member, Board

of Trustees, India Foundation.
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A
s Pakistan cricketing legend
Imran Khan commences his
second innings, as the next
Pakistani prime minister,

there is much talk about where he is
likely to lead the nation. Although
much has already been written about
the charismatic Khan, Imran has
already won accolades for his
determination to capture the prize of
becoming Pakistan’s prime minister
after a hard, dangerous struggle. But
then again, he has always been a fighter.
Khan’s personal fight-back to snatch the
political skipper’s cap of Pakistan from
far more seasoned players hailing from
the politically powerful Punjab and
Sindh is reminiscent of Pakistan
snatching victory from the jaws of
defeat in the 1992 Cricket World Cup
under his captaincy. In the political
sphere, defeating well entrenched
Sharif and Bhutto parties in the overall
tallies for the National Assembly is no

mean achievement.
Khan’s televised speech a day after

his party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf
won the largest number of seats in the
Pakistani general elections did give
some indications of the policies and
programmes he intends to follow, both
domestically and in foreign affairs. His
adulatory remarks about China are any
Pakistani government’s compulsions,
now that they have been entrapped in a
serious debt crisis by an assertive
Beijing. Promptly, China too
announced USD 2 billion in grants to
Pakistan to tide over the latter’s current
economic woes. It also helps Khan that
Pakistan’s deep state, to perpetuate
their own comforts, have hardly
bothered that their nation is drifting to
becoming a colony of the Chinese. They
are thus complicit in this endeavour
and will ensure that Khan continues
with their policy of abject surrender to
China. The latter, fully conversant with
the faults and foibles of Pakistan’s deep
state, know that their hold over Imran
Khan is courtesy the Pakistan Army and
thus they will continue to humour the
latter.

As regards the US and the
forthcoming visit of Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo to Pakistan, Imran Khan
is more than aware that his nation is
currently facing the worst patch in
relations with their erstwhile mentor,
financial and military supporter. Thus,
he is likely to make all efforts to cosy up
to the Americans. Notwithstanding
Pakistan’s unfailing propensity to keep
the pot boiling in neighbouring
fratricidal violence driven Afghanistan,

it will, as frequently in the past, remind
the US of it being a vital factor in
pacifying Afghanistan. However,
President Trump, with his no-nonsense
policy as regards US detractors is not
likely to give Pakistan an easy time. But
Khan is likely to counter this by
strengthening his alliances with the
Chinese and even the Russians.
Regrettably, the US in its current
myopic anti-Russia slant is giving birth
to newer anti-US alignments in the
region.

Khan has already been accorded
and, not surprisingly, encouraging
responses from Russia, Afghanistan and
Iran. However, he faces difficult choices
when it comes to India. Strategic
analysts and the general public all
across the sub-continent have been
feverishly pondering to unravel the
future contours of India-Pakistan
relations under the new prime minister
in Islamabad. That every fresh face
brings some hope to the traditionally
vexed relationship between these two
nations is fully understandable. The
majority of analysts in India, including
that of the media, generally do not
sound optimistic about any glaring
improvements emerging in the India-
Pakistan relationship in the immediate
future.

A nation’s core interests do not
radically alter with a change in
government. Yet, history is also replete
with events and personalities changing
the destinies of their nations by
breaking the shackles of the past and
doing what is best for their nation,
displaying statesmanship and courage

TAKING CHARGE OF
FOREIGN POLICY

Lt Gen Kamal Davar, PVSM, AVSM
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even at the risk of their lives.
Will Imran Khan, who comprehends

the problems of batting on bad pitches
and also appreciates the dividends of
peace, as he has stated during his visits
to India in the recent years, be the
statesman Pakistan has long awaited?
Will he send the Pakistan Army back to
the barracks and forego terrorism as an
extension of state policy? Will the new
dispensation endeavour to establish
peace and harmonious relations with
its much larger and powerful western
neighbour, as Khan has professed many
times earlier? Only time will tell.

As is customary, the newly elected
Pakistani prime minister will be
meeting his nation’s oft-declared bête-
noire, Indian PM Narendra Modi, on the

sidelines of the United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA) session in
September in New York. It is well on the
cards that the Indian Prime Minister
will extend a hand of friendship to the
Pakistan Prime Minister. Left on his
own, however remote be that
possibility, Imran Khan would like to
reciprocate equally, as many people in
the subcontinent desire. At 65 years in
age, he understands the many fault
lines his nation suffers from and the
dangers of continually confronting a far
more powerful India.

We in India can surely wish Imran
Khan all the best in his new innings as
Pakistan’s prime minister. Perhaps his
personal popularity may enthuse him
to at least strive somewhat to rein in his

notorious deep state for the good of his
nation and the region at large. A tall
order but worth a shot!

Lt Gen. Kamal Davar is a
distinguished soldier and veteran of
the 1965 and 1971 wars and was the

founder Director General of the
Defence Intelligence Agency, raised

after the Kargil conflict. After
retirement, he writes and lectures on
security, terrorism and allied issues in
the national media and many forums.
At present he is President of the Delhi

Forum For Strategic Studies. This
article first appeared in dnaindia.com

of 2 Sep 2018. Views expressed are
personal.
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A
fter clearing all hiccups,
Imran Khan alias ‘Taliban
Khan’ was sworn in as Prime
Minister of nuclear-armed

Pakistan, a nation of 207 million, with
an economy inching towards financial
disaster and perennial conflicts on its
borders due to continued dependence
on terrorism as the instrument of
state's policy. It is interesting to note as
to why is he referred as 'Taliban Khan’.
His sympathies towards the Taliban

were made evident on several occasions
in his twenty one-year old political
career. In June 2002, he addressed a
‘workers convention’ in Pakistan,
stating that he was inspired by the
Taliban system of justice and that he
would establish the same system in the
country after assuming power. In 2012,
after the Taliban shot 14 year old activist

Malala Yousafzai in the head, Khan
refused to condemn them by name.
Later, in 2013 he stirred up controversy
when he described a top Taliban leader,
Wali ur-Rehman as ‘pro-peace’. During
a 2014 Pakistani government effort to
build national consensus on a
statement declaring the Taliban an
enemy of Pakistan and Islam, Khan
called the group "our brothers" and
"our people". He is an advocate of state
funding of Madrasas run by Taliban. He
also supports allowing Taliban to open
offices in the various cities in Pakistan.
His photograph dressed as a Mujahid
and sitting with Taliban cadre is very
popular among the youth of Pakistan.
In 2012, when Khan pulled out of the

India Today Conclave on account of it
being attended by writer Salman
Rushdie, he was severely criticised by
the latter who compared him to Libyan
dictator Muammar Qaddafi. “Here he is
trying to placate Mullah and placate
Army while presenting himself as the
acceptable face of Pakistan,” said
Rushdie.
Imran Khan, of course, has denied all

allegations of being backed by the
military. Yet, regardless of what he says
the army’s influence in this year’s
elections has been the main cause of his
rise and fulfilment of his prime
ministerial ambition. General Asif
Ghafoor, the army’s spokesperson has
tweeted: “You honour who You will and
You humble who You will,” a verse from
the Qur’an that is taken as confirmation
of the military’s support for Khan. Thus,
real power in deciding Pakistan's
relationships with India, Afghanistan

and USA will continue to stay in the
hand of generals.
Imran Khan’s love for Islam and

Sharia Law is well documented. In his
memoir, ‘Pakistan: A Personal History,’
Khan wrote that the biggest damage
done to the Indian subcontinent was
the loss of self-esteem that resulted
from colonisation. “The inferiority
complex that is ingrained in a
conquered nation results in its
imitation of some of the worst aspects
of the conquerors, while at the same
time neglecting its own great
traditions,” according to Imran Khan. A
free Pakistan, he believes, has to be
rooted in the traditions of Islam.
Right in the beginning of his memoir,

Khan made clear what his idea of an
ideal Pakistani State should look like
and what it had become. “Far from
being the Islamic welfare state that was
envisaged, Pakistan is a country where
politics is a game of loot and plunder
and any challenger to the status quo —
even with my kind of public profile and
popularity — can be suddenly arrested
and threatened with violence,” wrote
Khan in his book. In his victory speech,
he began with a promise of converting
Pakistan into an Islamic Welfare State,
though he fell short by failing to
elucidate from where he is going to
garner funds for giving concrete shape
to his ambition when an economic
disaster is already glaring before the
nation. Khan’s belief in the Sharia law to
govern a state is noteworthy. He quotes
complete absence of petty crimes in
tribal areas of Pakistan, where Sharia is
in force, to support his assertion.

IMRAN KHAN: A PAWN IN
THE HANDS OF TROIKA

Brig Anil Gupta
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In order to garner majority in the
National Assembly he had to take
support of dreaded Sunni militant
outfits at the behest of military. This will
provide the radicals and extremists the
power to reshape Pakistan's political
landscape. A new but dangerous trend
in the political landscape of a country
that is struggling to become a
democracy. He certainly will be obliged
to the military and militants who would
prefer a radicalised theocratic Pakistan
than a democratic Pakistan.
Khan has no administrative

experience. As MNA, he hardly ever
attended the National Assembly. He is
known more for his rhetoric and ability
to organise protests rather than
administrative capabilities. He is more
of a demagogue. He will be ruled and
guided by the powerful troika of
Military-Mullah-Militants. He is talking
of taking two steps forward even if India
takes one. Will the troika allow him to
take even a half step towards India is a
million dollar question?
The pity is that many pro-Pak

apologists in our country are still
hoping for a better Indo-Pak relations.
They are proposing a dialogue with
Pakistan. This to me is mere vote-bank
politics to address their core
constituencies and furtherance of their
appeasement policy rather than a
serious discourse in national interest.
The recent infiltration attempts and

spurt in terrorist activities as well as
Deep State's open support to pro-
Khalistan movement through active
support to US based Sikh separatist
group “Sikh for Justice” in organising
Referendum 2020 in London should act
as a grim reminder of Pakistan's intent
to these Pro-Pak apologists. Pakistan's
ISI is actively using the services of
dreaded global terrorist Hafiz Saeed as
part of 'Operation Express' to once
again set Punjab on fire by kindling the
Khalistan movement. Social media and
sleeper cells are being used extensively
to provoke the youth of Punjab. Certain
videos have been released with a view
to create dissension among Sikh
soldiers of Indian Army by asking them

to not to fight for India. A large
gathering of Sikhs from almost 20
countries world-wide was organised by
ISI through its proxy SFJ at London’s
Trafalgar Square on 12 August to raise
the demand for Khalistan and set the
stage for Referendum 2020.
ISI is also planning to spread the

tentacle of jihadi terror to the Eastern
and North-Eastern states of India and
Myanmar using Bangladesh as the base
and launch pad. According to inputs of
National Investigation Agency (NIA),
Bangladesh based terror groups Jamat
ul Mujahidin Bangladesh (JMB) and
Ansar ul Bangla Team (ABT) are
planning recruitments in eastern parts
of India, setting up hideouts and
procuring weapons for terrorist
activities. These groups are also making
efforts to coordinate with radical
Islamic groups within India to garner
their support and widen the network.
The Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh
are also being recruited by the ISI for
terrorist activities. Bengal and Assam
are being used as the testing ground
since a lot of local youth in these states
have already been radicalised. It is a
pincer attack on India as part of the
grand design of global jihad, notorious
prophecy of Ghazwa-e-Hind, with
Pakistan’s ISI as the main coordinator.
As far as Kashmir is concerned,

Imran Khan made his intent amply
clear when he termed Kashmir as the
core issue and blamed Indian Army for
human right excesses in Kashmir. He
did not consider it appropriate to
mention other outstanding disputes
between the two nations. Obviously, the
script of his victory speech had either
been prepared or approved by the
troika. The spokesman of PTI
acknowledged army’s role when he said
that there was nothing wrong with the
Pakistan Army “advising” the
government on foreign policy issues. It
would be a miracle if Imran went even a
few inches beyond cosmetic
“posturing” as far as Kashmir is
concerned.
This is the true face of ‘Atanakistan’

under the firm control of the Mullah-

Military-Militant troika. Prime
Ministers may come and go, their
tenure is not decided by any statute
book but by the Army. But when you
have a PM fully obliged to the troika,
one can imagine the boost terrorism
will get in Pakistan. What then are
India’s options? The spokesperson of
India’s Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) has made India’s expectation
amply clear, “India desires a prosperous
and progressive Pakistan at peace with
its neighbours.” The key word is
“prosperous Pakistan.” A Pakistan
struggling to pay debt with adverse
balance of payments cannot become
prosperous without reviewing its trade
policy with its ‘economic giant’
neighbour India. Though during his
election campaign he had accused
Nawaz Sharif of “selling out to India,
compromising on Pakistan’s interests
for sake of his own business interests,
putting his commercial relationship
with a few Indian businessmen above
national interest.”
But the same Imran Khan in his

victory speech said, “Our economic
crisis is such that we want to have good
relations with all our neighbours. I
think it will be very good for all of us if
we have good relations with India. We
need to have trade ties, and the more
we will trade, both countries will
benefit.” This statement is a tacit
approval of the fact that Pakistan
cannot revive its economy without
mutual trade with India. Its over
dependence on China is already
showing the disastrous effect it is going
to have on its sovereignty. India should
accept any initiative from Imran Khan’s
Pakistan for better trade relations.
Better trade relations with India would
also help in indirectly softening Army’s
stance since a lot is at stake for the Army
and its Generals as far as Pakistan’s
failing economy is concerned.

Brig Anil Gupta is a Jammu based
political commentator, columnist,

security and strategic analyst. He can
be contacted at anil5457@gmail.com)
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After cobbling together a coalition
government last month, cricketer turned
politician Imran Khan, the leader of
Pakistan’s Tehreek-e-Insaf Party, has
assumed office as the prime minister of
the country. In the wake of his electoral
victory, Khan indicated a willingness to
improve relations with India. However,
as with almost any Pakistani politician,
to no great surprise, he also made clear
that the territorial dispute over the
Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir
remained the “core” issue in India-
Pakistan relations.

The key question to ask now is
whether a new government in
Islamabad is any reason to believe that a
rapprochement can ensue in India-
Pakistan relations? The literature on
interstate rivalries suggests that a new
regime in a country can bring a new set
of expectations and thereby open new
avenues for conflict resolution.
Unfortunately, there is little in Khan’s
background that suggests that he has
novel ideas about how best to deal with
India.

Since his recent foray into politics and
especially on the campaign trail, Khan
spouted fairly nationalist and fiery
rhetoric. Nothing in his speeches
suggested a desire to seek reconciliation
with India. Furthermore, even if he were
so inclined, it is far from clear that he will
be in any position to undertake
unilateral actions to improve relations
with India.

As many commentators have
persuasively argued, Khan was the
distinct beneficiary of the staunch
support of Pakistan’s overweening
military establishment. Worse still,
others including members of Pakistan’s
opposition parties have argued that the
military, as well as Pakistan’s intelligence
agencies, did much to assist Khan in
winning the election. Under these
circumstances, Khan is more than likely

to be beholden to the country’s security
apparatus, which has almost no interest
in improving ties with India.

Apart from these political
impediments, it is highly likely that Khan
will be preoccupied with more
immediate and pressing problems that
confront Pakistan. With its economy in
shambles, the country is now on the
verge of seeking a US $12 billion bailout
from the International Monetary Fund.
Trying to place the economy on an even
keel is likely to consume the energies of
the nascent coalition government.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the
border, Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi went through the customary
practice of calling and congratulating
Khan on his victory. This ritualistic
gesture notwithstanding, Modi is
unlikely to embark on any effort to try
and improve relations with Pakistan as
India is gearing up for a national election
next year. Any Indian government, when
preparing to contest a national election,
does not embark upon such risky
endeavours. The Modi government is
likely to be especially risk-averse.

Long before Khan’s electoral triumph,
however, India-Pakistan relations had
reached a particularly low ebb for a
number of compelling reasons. Unlike
its predecessors, Modi’s Bhartiya Janata
Party (BJP) adopted a tough stance

toward Pakistan from the outset. In the
wake of Pakistan’s connection to terrorist
attacks in India, which could be traced to
Islamabad, the BJP ended an on-going
dialogue. In 2015, Modi’s government
not only authorised, but actually
publicised, a cross-border ‘surgical
strike’ to avenge Pakistan-based terrorist
strikes on Indian soil.

To compound matters, thanks to its
own ineptitude and myopic policies,
India faces a popular insurrection within
a portion of the Indian state of Jammu
and Kashmir. With the Kashmir Valley in
turmoil the Indian government is not in
a position to tackle any nettlesome
issues with Pakistan. Finally, few within
the BJP’s political constituency have any
interest in improved relations with
Pakistan. Under these circumstances, it
seems most unlikely that Modi will
suddenly proffer an olive branch to
Khan.

The India-Pakistan relationship,
which has long been troubled, remains
fraught with the prospect of renewed
conflict. However, unless Khan can
demonstrate that he has some capacity
to act independently of the security
establishment, and until India’s electoral
fever subsides, the prospect of an India-
Pakistan reconciliation seems fanciful.

Sumit Ganguly is a Professor of
Political Science at Indiana University

and the currently holds that university's
Rabindranath Tagore Chair in Indian

Cultures and Civilisations, focusing on
comparative politics in South Asia. He is

also a Senior Fellow at the Foreign
Policy Research Institute, a member of

the Council on Foreign Relations, and a
Fellow of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences (elected 2017). A version
of this article first appeared in Policy

Forum and is available at
https:/ / www.policyforum.net/ old-

south-asia/

NO CAUSE FOR HOPE
Sumit Ganguly
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T
he bloodless victory is a
strategic masterpiece, but to
exploit it requires strategic
vision and long-term wisdom.

Pakistan thought that it has used its
geography to its strategic advantage to
swindle billions of dollars from the
United States (US) to support their
Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).
Ironically, Pakistan forgot that the
asymmetric forces that it had unleashed
in Afghanistan will not only have a
blowback impact, but could pose one of
the biggest challenges to its own
territorial integrity since 1947. While
pursuing its policies to use terrorism as
an instrument of its foreign policy, the
Pakistan State, as an act of justification,
propagated the fallacious theory that
there was a movement for self-
determination in Afghanistan and
Jammu & Kashmir. But when the same
movement turned against Pakistan in
Baluchistan and in Federally

Administered Tribal Areas (FATA),
especially in Waziristan, Pakistan wasted
no time in crying wolf and in suggesting
that it is a victim of terrorism because it is
in the forefront of GWOT. Pakistan has
embarked on three marches of folly in
the last couple of decades and sooner
this nation realises the follies committed
by the self-serving corrupt political and
military leaders, the better it will be for
the people of this unfortunate nation.
The first act of folly was when Pakistan

raised and used non state actors as
strategic assets in Afghanistan against
the Soviet Union and later against
Afghanistan and India, near
simultaneously. It threatened time and
again that after the Afghan war, all the
non-state actors will be diverted to fight a
war of liberation in Jammu & Kashmir.
The ISI brought clergy, radicals and
military on the same platform to initiate
a proxy war within India and Afghanistan
and choreographed their acts of terror
from safe havens within Pakistan. Today,
a stage has been reached whereby this
ideology of jihad has found roots in the
entire Pashtun region and is now
spreading to Punjab and Baluchistan.
Willy-nilly, slowly but with certainty,
Pakistan in its entirety is becoming a
battlefield and a competing ground
between state and non-state actors.
The Pakistan Army was forced to act

against radical jihadis holed up inside the
Lal Masjid in Islamabad. The military
operation inside Lal Masjid triggered a
new wave of terrorism in Waziristan and
Punjab. This divided Pakistani society
vertically. On one side are clerics of
radical Islam who have silenced the

voices of moderate Islam and on other
side is the state that is losing its territory
from FATA to Baluchistan to radical
elements. Religious intolerance has
increased and hardline radicals are now
trying to control the perception of the
masses by misleading them into
believing that a great future beckons
ahead. Pakistan as a state has lost
support of international community for
sponsoring terrorism and now faces
international isolation.
The second act of folly by Pakistan is

use of its military might against their own
people in Baluchistan and FATA, more so
in the Waziristan region. According to the
South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP), “A
total of 5.3 million people in Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) were
displaced as a consequence of counter-
terrorism operations since 2008. Of
these, 4.8 million as per official records
have returned, and the rest are yet to go
back to their homes”. This a calamity that
the Pakistan military has brought upon
itself by use of full range of military power
against their own citizens. In Baluchistan
alone there are more than 0.6 million
people who are internally displaced and
the number is rising with each passing
day. The offensive against the so called
strategic assets turned rogue has created
a sense of disaffection among the masses
against the Pakistan State. Such an act of
folly will create unbridgeable fault lines
that could lead to greater instability
within Pakistan. In other words Pakistan
has opened another front from within.
The third act of folly is the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Pakistan has brought an economic

PAKISTAN: A VICTIM OF
THREE FOLLIES

Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM
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calamity on itself by going ahead with the
CPEC, believing in a dream sold by China
of bringing prosperity from the North.
China sold a dream of a million new jobs
by 2030 through CPEC that in reality is a
myth because by then Pakistan would
have lost both strategic and economic
sovereignty. The CPEC project is
envisaged for a cost of USD 57 billion and
as per Economic Times of India, Pakistan
currently has around USD 5 billion worth
of loans from China. Prime Minister
Imran Khan has pledged that he will
complete CPEC and related projects for
mutual benefit of China and Pakistan. His
financial advisers would have apprised
him of the fact that Pakistan’s foreign
reserves are down to a measly USD 9
billion and that no guarantee exists of an
additional bailout by the World Bank and
IMF. How then will Pakistan repay
Chinese lenders and the two global
financial institutions? The only option
apparently available to Pakistan is to
pledge the projects being constructed
under the CPEC to Chinese lenders or
else be forced to step back. Pakistan
requires financial bailout from IMF to the
tune of USD 12 billion urgently. As per
Economic Times of India, Pakistan
requires approximately USD 3 billion to
repay the loans to World Bank, IMF and
Chinese lenders. Interestingly the US has
blocked Pakistan’s move to get financial
bailout from IMF and at the same time
cancelled USD 300 million US military
aid. President Trump tweeted that, “The
United States has foolishly given Pakistan
more than 33 billion dollars in aid over
the last 15 years, and they have given us
nothing but lies & deceit, thinking of our
leaders as fools. They give safe haven to
the terrorists we hunt in Afghanistan,
with little help. No more”.
If Pakistan does not reset its future

course, it will definitely be the first
country in the 21st Century that may
either collapse or may become a colony
of China in a bloodless coup. With the
current financial state and financial
burden that already exists, Pakistan is set
to lose economic sovereignty where IMF
may want to directly monitor the
utilisation of economic bailout if granted.

Similarly, if the Chinese lenders are not
repaid in time, they are set to take over
even other projects since Gwadar is
already taken over by a Chinese
company. Reuters has reported that,
Pakistan is set to open up mineral-rich
Baluchistan to China 'Silk Road' firms. In
fact, this is the only resource Pakistan has
to repay the loans to IMF, World Bank and
Chinese lenders and sustain its economy,
if managed well.
Where do all these historical follies

take Pakistan to? Democratic Pakistan is
likely to lose control over its territory to
their so called strategic assets (non-state
actors) and it will slip into the hands of
radical Islamists. Pakistan will be
economically a dysfunctional state
dependent upon international doles
leaving close to 200 million population at
the mercy of foreign aid and radical
clerics. In a nutshell, Pakistan will be an
economically, diplomatically and
culturally isolated nation. It is likely to be
known as a dangerous and unstable
nation that is paying the price for great
follies by its political and military
leadership. An incubator of terrorism
and land of the intolerant radical
population refusing to learn lessons from
what is happening in West Asia.
Should international financial

institutions bail out Pakistan or should
they allow it slip into the fold of China or
Saudi Arabia for survival? What is in
India’s interests: a dysfunctional nuclear
state and colony of China or a state

responsible to international community?
A colony of China in North and West of
India or a state that is responsible to
global institutions of governance? If IMF
and World Bank continue to give
financial bailout with strict conditions of
mentoring of utilisation of funds,
Pakistan will remain accountable to
international community. But if it is
allowed to completely depend upon
China and to some extent on Saudi
Arabia, in that case Pakistan’s
accountability to global community and
institutions of global governance will be
marginal. In the light of the above, IMF
should extend economic bailout with a
caveat of monitoring the utilisation of
funds, putting a cap on military buildup
and sealing of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal.
Pushing Pakistan into the fold of China
will hasten up its economic colonisation
by China. Such a situation will be
detrimental to the security of India as
well as the US. Thus, keeping Pakistan
afloat is a compulsion to prevent it
becoming a dysfunctional state. But
international aid and bailout should be
strictly for economic sustenance and not
to siphon off the money for military
buildup and repayment to the Chinese
lenders.

Brig Narender Kumar, an Infantry
Officer, commanded a Rashtriya Rifles

Battalion in J&K and Assam Rifle Sector
in Manipur. He is currently

Distinguished Fellow at United Services
Institution of India, New Delhi.
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Dear Sir,
Service Chiefs are not individuals, they are 'institutions'. That
fact must not be forgotten. Statements denigrating a Chief in
public domain is undesirable. Indeed if one wanted to convey
diametrically opposite points of view, one could send it
directly as a letter. Alternatively by email addressed to Chief
only. Casting aspersions on their integrity and suggesting that
more and more junior military officers and men go to court is
reprehensible. 2026 is not too far away. Rather than criticising
current fiascoes related to pay commission, may I suggest
that we spend our neurons in recommending and putting
down our thoughts on what the VIII pay commission for
military should look like.
As regards going to courts for frivolous issues viz.

promotion, pay, posting is concerned, my view was and
remains 'No courts to adjudicate on such issues’. Firstly,
because military has adequate grievance redress mechanism
and secondly our courts are not competent enough to decide
on such matters because most judges do not have even
working knowledge of military. Let us not devalue our self
esteem and status by approaching courts. Col Amit Kumar's
decision to go to court on AFSPA does not fall in this category.
The youngster has displayed exemplary moral courage in
opting to show the ‘Mirror’ to Self Serving Judiciary of our
great nation. Let us stop contesting every decision a service
chief takes. We had our innings. Allow the new generation to
exercise their authority.

—Gp Capt TP Srivastava

Dear Sir,
This refers to the article by Air Marshal R. Nambiar, AVSM,
VM*, Deputy Chief of Air Staff. It sounds like a DRDO
advertisement. LCA II sounds like a damp squib. "As far as
performance goes, we have pegged the performance to the
level of the Mirage 2000”…is this what they have to offer after
20 years, its payload being 6.3 tons. I guess somebody from
the Air Force has to stand up and speak the blunt truth.
Secondly, why does the IAF want to hang on to Attack
Helicopters? They are not headed in the right direction. Also
the IAF is not speaking the truth on the LCA — The existing
single-engine Tejas has limited “endurance” of just an hour,
with a “radius of action” of only 350-400-km, and weapon-
carrying capacity of 3-tonne. Other single-engine fighters like
Swedish Gripen-E and American F-16 have roughly double
the weapon-carrying capacity and triple the endurance. What
does the AF have to say about it? Its basically a back yard
fighter. —Col JPS Grewal

Dear Sir,
Development of weapons, systems and equipment which can
operate from minus 40 to plus 50 degrees is a nightmare for
any designer or manufacturer, specially for a nascent research
and manufacturing sector. Can we look at developing the
critical items for (North and East ) and for (West and South)

—Abhijeet Patil

Dear Sir,
I feel it was sensible to purchase 36 Rafales in flyaway
condition in Govt to Govt deal rather than exacerbate pre
existing delays and undermine Quality Assurance by banking
on HAL. 36 Rafales were essential replacement for similar
numbers of ageing Mirage 2000 and were critical to retaining
an existing Strategic capability. Any further delay in this
would be unpardonable. Glad that Mr Modi had the courage
and political will to grasp the nettle on this score. The
remaining 90 Rafales were for capacity enhancement, hence a
lesser priority which could be met more economically.

—Col Milind Ranade

Dear Sir,
Has Pak ISI penetrated deep into our defence departments
and causing harm to growth and defence modernisation
efforts. Money can buy loyalty and integrity of loose
characters and it is a hard truth as well. —Col Bishwajit Gon

Dear Sir,
Please refer to your editorial (SALUTE, Issue 10).  It is not
lethargy that delayed the NRC, it is political expediency. After
the accord was signed, seems none of the parties to the
accord were keen to pursue it. AASU had tasted power, hence
disintegrated, Congress benefitted from the vote bank. All was
well till the SC started monitoring. Politicians will sell the
nation so long as they gain/retain power

—Col Deepak Kher

Dear Sir,
Sounds too good to be true but what is COAS doing about the
lowering of the morale of the soldier constantly. After all,
soldier is the man behind the weapon. Unwarranted actions
of non grant of disability pensions on flimsy grounds leaving
him no option but to file a case in AFT to get it, NFU for some
General officers only and not for others, withdrawal of rations
in peace, opening up of cantonment roads, reducing age for
post retirement jobs offered through DGR, use of combat
elements in non professional jobs, non protection against
prosecutions when doing bonafide duty in Disturbed Areas
for which individual officers now need to approach the Apex
Court, lowering of status and protocol of a soldiers and
veterans where he can be arrested and lathi charged at will at
the behest of bureaucracy/ political leadership…the list is
endless. Regarding the reforms being undertaken and the
modernisation of the Army, some things are noticeable and
praise worthy but rest are just pipe dreams in many respects.

—Sanjeev Bhattacharjee

Dear Sir,
We need a common Denominator across the three Services.
Can the three Services use similar missiles, AA,
communication, radar systems, maybe with minor tweak? To
say all systems are terrain specific may not very correct.

—Rajinder Verma
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C
hina's ambitious 269-
hectare (660-acre)
Colombo Port City (CPC)
project is poised to take off
when the reclamation of

land from the sea is completed by June
2019. Skyscrapers, luxury hotels,
shopping malls and a marina of the
newly created city-within-the-city, are
set to change Colombo's scenic Galle
Face Green overlooking the sea. At the
same time it will also change Sri Lanka's
geo-strategic landscape with China
gaining an overbearing foothold in the
Sri Lankan capital.
The USD 1.4 billion infrastructure

project being executed by China
Harbour Engineering Construction
Corporation (CHEC), a subsidiary of
state-owned China Communications
Construction Company (CCCC), had
courted controversy ever since
President Mahinda Rajapaksa and
Chinese President Xi Jinping, launched
it on September 17, 2014. Issues of
sovereignty, lack of transparency,
allegations of corruption and
environmental concerns dogged the
project right from the word go. When
President Maithripala Sirisena's
government came to power in 2015, he

put the project on hold till the
allegations were investigated.
The government investigated

allegations and carried out a
supplementary environmental impact
assessment before starting the project
again, after signing a new agreement in
2016. Under this agreement, the entire
269 hectares of reclaimed land has been
handed over to the Colombo Port City
Holdings Ltd on 99-year lease.
The jarring note is the Chinese, with

99-year lease of the city in their pocket,
will call the shots and dictate their own
rules of the game. How it will impact Sri
Lankans socially, economically and
environmentally is a question still
bothering many Sri Lankans.

CPC and South Asia
Geography dictates that national
security concerns of India and Sri Lanka
are interlinked and as a corollary, South
Asia's strategic security as well. Neither
of the countries can afford to ignore this
geo-strategic fact when they take up
major development projects to improve
the quality of life of their citizens. The
geo-strategic implications of the CPC
have to be understood in this backdrop.
Unlike the Hambantota project,

which was taken up by Sri Lanka with
Chinese loan, the Chinese are directly
investing $1.4 billion in the CPC project.
The CPC dominates the Colombo port
complex, which is Sri Lanka's most
valuable strategic and economic asset
figuring in the top 35 busiest ports in
the world. The Chinese are already in
control of the Colombo port terminal.
The CPC will have its own authority and
laws favourable to trade and
investment within the newly created
city.
The CPC project includes

development of an international
financial centre, added as an
afterthought to the original CPC

project. The centre is to be developed
into a major financial hub rivalling
Singapore and Dubai. Such a financial
centre would provide direct access to
South Asia's under serviced markets.
But its success would be largely dictated
by its competitive ability against Dubai
and Singapore, which are
internationally well established.
However, if imaginatively packaged, the
CPC in tandem with Colombo port
could add a competitive edge to
maritime trade.
Most of India's container traffic is

handled by Colombo port. So, India's
active participation would ensure the
profitability of the CPC including the
international financial centre. Already,
the promoters are wooing Indian
investors to take part in the project.
Under such a dynamic environment,
CPC can become an important "third
party" (if you ignore the large Chinese
ownership) link in progressing non-
military relations between the two giant
Asian neighbours to their mutual
benefit. But India can ill afford to ignore
the strategic advantage China has
gained in Sri Lanka so close to
peninsular India. India’s concerns in
the Indian Ocean region need to be
addressed by both China and Sri Lanka
to create an environment to encourage
India's participation in the project.
When the CPC becomes fully

functional in the next two years,
multifaceted Chinese investment is
likely to flow into the financial,
commercial, trade, entertainment and
residential infrastructure. With the US
slapping high import tariff to cut down
imports from China, Beijing is working
hard to boost its trade in other big
global markets — EU, India and South
Asia and ASEAN. According to the
promoters, the project is expected to
generate 80,000 jobs in the next four
years. However, the moot point is how

COLOMBO PORT CITY PROJECT
Col R Hariharan, VSM
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many locals would benefit.
The foremost concern for Sri Lanka

would be to ensure that the project does
not result in any action detrimental to
its sovereignty, environment and
society. There are too many agencies—
both commercial and governmental
agencies involved in managing the
CPC, in which two unequal nations are
participating. So when CPC gets going,
it is likely to generate a host of issues
related to governance including law
enforcement, public services like health
and infrastructure, fiscal issues like
taxation and security of international
financial transactions and trade specific
issues of export and import. The
success of the CPC will depend upon
how Sri Lanka and China cooperate to
ensure smooth conduct of joint
mechanisms to run the project.
The possibility of China using the

CPC to go on a security overdrive
appears remote at present. However,
China's power assertion in Indian
Ocean littorals, particularly Sri Lanka, is

bound to grow. As Chinese presence is
already impacting the strategic
configuration in the Indo-Pacific, Sri
Lanka will have to be on guard to ensure
its security interests are not affected
with the Chinese taking control of the
CPC and Colombo port. Sri Lanka
cannot afford to forget that the
Colombo port is its irreplaceable naval
asset, apart from being a major
maritime and financial hub.

CPC's Importance for the Belt and
Road Initiative
China has always maintained the CPC
as one of the important projects of the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Almost
all Chinese media reports and CPC
press releases on its website
(www.portcitycolombo.com) stress this
aspect. Sri Lanka is a valuable asset in
China's 21st Century Maritime Silk
Road as it occupies a unique place,
mid-way in sea lanes of Indian Ocean's
east-west trade.
If CPC succeeds, it could become a

model for the Chinese to adopt
elsewhere in BRI. So, we can expect the
Chinese to ensure the success of CPC
project, particularly if the reclamation
work is completed by June 2019 as per
schedule. And it is inevitable India's
strategic interests would be impacted
by the CPC.

A veteran of the 1965 and 1971 Indo
Pak wars, Col R. Hariharan, served as
the head of intelligence of the Indian

Peace Keeping Force (IPKF), from 1987
to 90. He was commissioned in the
Regiment of Artillery in June 1963

when he left his career as a journalist
with the Press Trust of India to join the

Army in a burst of patriotism. He
frequently writes in his areas of

specialisation – South Asian
neighbourhood and terrorism and
insurgency. He can be contacted at

colhari@gmail.com,
blog:http:/ / col.hariharan.info
A version of this article first

appeared in dailyo.in of 
3 September 2018.
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Internet and social
media have become the
most popular means of
c o m m u n i c a t i o n
amongst the veteran
and service community.
Unfortunately, a new

trend has now started amongst the
veterans whereby each and every action
of the Service Chief’s is questioned and
the blame for every grievance with the
environment is squarely laid at their
door. They have become the eternal fall
guys, mostly for unwarranted reasons.

Let me quote two recent examples.
One, a photograph of the Naval Chief was
circulated with an obnoxious caption,
“This is demeaning. The CNS escorts
Bharkha D while his ADC following
carries her hand bag...occasion not
known...” It went viral, forcing the Naval
Attaché to CNS to clarify that he was
carrying a pad and the Flag Lt (ADC) was
carrying a notepad with an envelope.
What a shame!

Then the construction of a Kruppman
bridge over the Yamuna River for a
cultural event invited many critical
comments: ‘the army is being misused,’
‘scarce military equipment is being used
for a non-official function,’ and so on. It
is forgotten that the military does not
exist in a vacuum. It is an instrument of
the state and owes its creation to it. It is
for the state to employ its resources, as
deemed fit. Is military equipment not an
asset of the country? It is for the
government to decide whether such
support should be provided to a cultural
event or not. It is not the military’s
prerogative to determine its justification.

Incidentally, Kruppman equipment is
not scarce. It is being manufactured in
India–floats at Ordnance Parachute
Factory Kanpur and superstructure at
Ordnance Factory Ambernath. Moreover,
launching and de-launching of
equipment bridges is regularly practised
by the Engineers. As a matter of fact, they

have to struggle to get water obstacles for
bridging training and go as far as the
Rajasthan canal for the facilities.

The government can certainly be
criticised in case it forces the soldiers to
do degrading duties. But launching of a
bridge is certainly not demeaning. Every
Kumbh Mela sees such bridges being
launched. Aid to the civil authority to
prevent stampede is as vital, perhaps
more, as the after-tragedy rescue
assistance. Earlier, the criticism of the
Chiefs was muted, discreet and implied.
Now, it has become harsher, caustic and
unseemly and has crossed all limits of
propriety. Hence, it is time to ponder and
reflect and five points are put forward for
consideration.

One, the Chiefs are not inept. They
possess some exceptional traits of
character and demonstrated
professional competence to rise to such
high positions. A shallow person (or a
fraud as we call in the services) can
hoodwink the system for one or two
promotions at the most. To be the head
of a service means detailed scrutiny at
numerous levels and it is not possible to
fool the system for so long. Equally
importantly, it must be accepted that
they are human beings and hence not
infallible.

Two, the Chiefs head their respective
Service and shoulder the onerous
responsibility of ensuring security of
the nation. That is their primary duty. It
is an enormous challenge for them to
get necessary resources and equipment
for the services. As the national budget
is finite, they have to wage a continuous
battle with the environment for a bigger
allocation for the defence. Other issues
(like pay scales and pensions) are
important but not as critical as
ensuring operational preparedness of
the armed forces. Hence, their
performance ought to be viewed in
totality. It is unfair to judge them on the
basis of a few issues of pay and

allowances that are of concern to us.
Three, the Chiefs are bound by the

norms of service. They cannot share with
the environment the enormity of their
struggle to get the soldiers their due and
the success achieved by them. One does
not know how much we owe to the Chiefs
for the grant of OROP, notwithstanding
our dissatisfaction with its provisions.

Four, resignation by any Chief will not
provide any solution to the problems of
the forces. Five, India is a democracy
where the real power rests with the
political leadership and, rightly or
wrongly, it is exercised through the
bureaucracy. The Chiefs are not as
absolute in their powers as many of us
presume. For every important decision,
the ministry has to be approached.
Rapport has to be established with the
political leadership and the bureaucracy;
personal equations with give-and-take
approach always prove more beneficial
in such an environment. An adversarial
and threatening deportment achieves
nothing.

Finally, a bit of heart-searching is
always desirable before condemning
others. It was sad to see a senior veteran
warning the Chiefs that the troops would
obey their orders only if ‘the orders are
legitimate and legal and not to please
your bosses or others’. Ominous words
indeed: it implies that it will be for the
troops to decide whether the orders
given by the Chiefs are legitimate and
legal before obeying them.

As veterans, we must never forget that
the Service Chiefs are an institution by
themselves and this institution must be
protected at all costs. By resorting to
abuse of our Chief’s, we the veterans,
most unwittingly, are lowering their
status — not only in the eyes of the
serving soldiers but also the general
public. How can the country hold the
services in high esteem if we keep
deriding our own Chiefs?

Major General Mrinal Suman retired
from the Indian Army in 2003. He is India’s
foremost expert in defence procurement

procedures and offsets and currently heads
the Defence Technical Assessment and

Advisory Service of Confederation of Indian
Industry.

NEED FOR CIRCUMSPECTION
Major General Mrinal Suman
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ARMY MODERNISATION

T
rue modernisation of armed
forces would emerge out of a
host of factors related to
policy, planning, capabilities

and capacities, apart from a strong
collaborative synergy amongst all stake
holders. The Make in India enterprise in
the Defence Sector is an opportunity
which must be directed strongly
towards the modernisation needs of the
armed forces. We in the Indian Army
feel very confident that Indian
technology providers and our defence
industry have the requisite potential to
deliver world class weapons and
equipment. 
The 1.2 million strong Indian Army is

the third largest army in the world with
a huge inventory of weapons and
equipment. It operates over varied and
difficult terrain and hence demands
rugged and robust equipment. Three
wars, five decades ago, had compelled
us to equip ourselves through rapid
imports. Most of the legacy equipment
acquired then, has since lived its life. As
a result the Army is currently in the
midst of a major modernisation cycle.
This is indeed a great opportunity for all
of us to become a self-reliant force and
equip ourselves with modern and
indigenous equipment. The Army, in
particular, is most suited to lead the
armed forces in the initiative of looking
for indigenous equipment. 
We hold a vast and varied inventory

and our range of requirements is wide.
There is a broad spread of technological
requirements with many being simpler
and relatively easy to achieve. In sheer
numbers, the requirement of the Army

is very large and affords opportunity to
all as our demands make a sound and
sustainable business case.The average
cost of acquisition is normally lower
than that of the other Services. At any
given time Army has approximately 130
acquisition programmes running, of
which, approximately 40 percent are
valued less than Rs 150 crore, enabling
wide participation by our MSMEs. In
addition there are about 25 MAKE
Schemes which would all be for simple,
easily realisable items generating
modern capabilities in quick time
frame. This includes Light Weight
Tracks for enhancing mobility in
deserts, sophisticated Met Systems,

lighter Body Armour and other body
wellness systems.
The ‘Make in India’ initiative

launched by the Government in 2014
has given the necessary impetus to the
defence sector and encourages creation
of a strong defence industrial base to
reduce our imports. Enabling policy
measures, swift decision making and
accelerating process timelines have
been worked upon and are inducing a
new sense of direction. There is a strong
‘Make in India’ traction in many major
areas such as combat vehicles, guns,
rockets, ammunitions, missiles, radars,
electronic warfare systems and so on.
Recent initiatives like the Strategic

INDIAN ARMY:
MODERNISATION PLANS

Lt Gen PS Rajeshwar, AVSM, VSM
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Partnership Model and the
simplification of the Make 2 procedure
are landmark initiatives to encourage
research, development and
manufacture. What needs to be
attempted is to deliver to the Indian
Army contemporary equipment at
globally competitive prices. Besides
helping in building domestic
capabilities, this could thereafter
bolster exports in the long term.
An important milestone in this

direction, to facilitate development of
indigenous capacity, has been the
recent initiative of the government to
manufacture seven different types of
ammunition. A number of critical
technologies have been identified for
indigenisation of ammunition through
the domestic private sector like the
fuze, propellant and cartridge case. 
The Indian Army has fully supported

the Make in India initiative of our
honourable PM by launching several
initiatives in the recent past. An
extensive outreach to industry and
academia was started in 2016 ushering
an era of collaborative engagement
with the technology provider, the
equipment manufacturer, quality
control entities and the user. The Army
Design Bureau is a single window
facilitation agency which closely
interacts with all stakeholders. The
Annual Army Technology Seminar
(ARTECH), of the ADB, is an annual
event where we seek indigenous
alternatives to Army’s current problems
and harness future battle winning
technologies. The Indian Army
regularly releases a compendium
Problem Definition Statements which
provides a clear direction to the
industry. Visits to operational areas and
equipment displays are organised to
provide a clear operational perspective
and access to equipment. The Annual
MGOs Industry Cooperation Meet
(AMICOM) is another major event
where we release the Olive Pages, which
lists our annual requirements of spares,
sustenance and upgrades. All editions
of both these documents are widely
available on the Indian Army websites.

While rapid strides have been made
in the indigenous production of
artillery guns with considerable efforts
on the ‘Dhanush' and the ATAGS
presently under development, we need
to carry such momentum into other
areas, as well. The FICV programme has
been ongoing for some time and we
have recently received responses for 
the FRCV project, which are 
being processed. Acquisitions in Air
Defence Weapon systems, futuristic
communication, Electronic Warfare
systems and emerging logistics systems
are planned in the near future. We have
promulgated a comprehensive
Technology Perspective and Capability
Roadmap in April this year, which gives
out broad details of our modernisation
needs. It is an elaborate document,
which can be accessed through the
MoD Web Portal.  
Military equipment is robust and

expensive. It remains in service for long
periods and requires to be constantly
given a tech refresh and sustenance.
This segment needs to be progressively
indigenised. We are fully committed to
the indigenisation efforts of our
industry and the Army’s Department of
Indigenisation reimburses
development costs of projects
sponsored by them. Further, our test
and trial facilities are available to the
industry for which requisition process
has been made responsive. 
Niche technologies are essential to

military capabilities in modern 
warfare and most militaries invest
heavily in incubating and mustering
technologies. We are conscious of the
unique technologies that are being
nurtured by our academic institutions
and startups. The Army Design Bureau
actively seeks to harness this talent by
sponsoring R&D through the Army
Technology Board and Technology
Development Fund. There is a wealth of
talent and numerous technologies with
young and agile Startups. The newly
constituted Innovation for Defence
Excellence (IDEX) launched the first
IDEX Challenge on 04 Aug 18 by posting
11 problems to the Indian

entrepreneurs. It is essential that niche
technologies keep us ahead of the
procurement cycles and get fast-
tracked into acquisition programmes, if
we have to modernise rather than equip
our frontline troops. 
There has been a strong emphasis on

creating a responsive policy to ensure
that technology intensive items are
acquired through more responsive and
accelerated acquisition processes. Next
generation technologies like AI and
Robotics are being nurtured
simultaneously through specifically
constituted Task Forces.
Funds will always remain a critical

factor and the Make in India must yield
a tangible financial pay off even in the
medium term. Our endeavour has
always been to move beyond mere
manufacture to ‘Indian design,
developed and manufactured
equipment.’ This reflects in our policy
of according the highest priority to Buy
Indian (IDDM). More than 75% (31 out
of 43) of all AoNs (of Indian Army) since
promulgation of DPP 2016 have been
for Buy Indian and a large portion of
these are ‘Buy Indian (IDDM)’. While
the armed forces have been regularly
putting out a number of Make projects,
the recent spurt in suo moto proposals
by the industry for consideration along
the Make II route are good indicators of
collaborative efforts between the user
and developers, though there is greater
scope in getting closer to user
requirements. 
True self-reliance will happen only

when we control technologies, build
our own designs and have the capability
to integrate world class systems with
requisite certification and evaluation
facilities. The tiered manufacturing
ecosystem must generate capacities to
not only meet our own demand but also
to penetrate global supply chains by
leveraging input cost advantages that
India offers.

Lt Gen. P.S. Rajeshwar, AVSM, VSM
is the Director General, Perspective

Planning, Indian Army.
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I
n April 1965, I was attending the
Platoon Weapons Course along
with 2/Lt AC Mahanta at the
Infantry School, Mhow. We were

both from the same battalion, 2/5 GR.
During the course we came to know
that the battalion had moved from
Almora to Jullundur in Punjab and was
in readiness for battle, should the
situation in the Rann of Kutch worsen.
We were told to rejoin at Jullundur on
termination of the course and were
excited at the prospect of going to war.
We accordingly reported at our new
destination — a place called
Jhandusingha between Hoshiarpur and
Jullundur, but the war clouds had
dissipated by then and end July found
us back at our permanent location in
Almora. While in Punjab, the hospitality
of the local village folks was indeed
amazing. Although we were occupying
their cultivable land and depriving
them of their livelihood, they helped us
in every way possible.
We had barely settled down in

Almora when in early August, the

battalion received orders to move to a
place called Lalru near Ambala. We
settled down once again in the open
fields and were wondering if this would
be a repeat of our earlier stay at
Jhandusingha. Few officers even
proceeded on casual leave, Lt Kanwaljit
Singh, the Adjutant being one. I took
over his duties in addition to my own as
‘B’ Company Commander. 
On 2 September, sometime in the

afternoon, the Commanding Officer
(CO) called me and told me to ready the
Battalion in two hours for move to an
undisclosed location. This appeared to
be the real thing. Shortly thereafter, a
number of 3-ton vehicles and some
civilian buses arrived at our location to
supplement our first line of transport.
We moved out at dusk and mercifully,
Kanwaljit arrived by then from his
home in Delhi (his father Maj Gen
Amrik Singh, MC, the first Indian CO of
the Battalion was then Military
Secretary in the Army HQ). I quickly
briefed Kanwaljit about the latest
situation, handed back the duties of the
Adjutant and was back with my good
old Bravo Company.
That night and through the next day,

we moved through numerous towns
and villages of Punjab. All through the
route, we were cheered and offered
water, lassi and sweets by the local
populace. In the early hours of 4
September we were at Jasmergarh.
From there we marched for about eight
miles and then were transported in
batches to a place named Bishna (near
Jammu), thirty miles away. By the
evening of 5 September, we had
concentrated at Joian, a small village
near the border in the Ranjitpur area.
We had no rest in the previous four days
but morale was high because we knew
we were definitely going to see some

action this time. Most of the officers in
the unit were subalterns — the result of
the rapid expansion of the Army after
the 1962 debacle against the Chinese.
Besides the 2IC, Major PB Thapa, the
only other field officer we had was
Major DD Grover who had all of five
years service. I had two years service at
that time and the rest of the subalterns
were of my seniority or were junior to
me. This placed a large burden on the
CO, but he shouldered it with
equanimity.
We were part of 99 Mountain Brigade

of 6 Mountain Division and were
informally told that we were to launch
an attack on the border villages of
Charwa and Maharajke, where, in
addition to the normal defences,
Pakistan Army had established posts
with some concrete bunkers. 4 Raj Rif
(Rajputana Rifles) was assigned the task
of capturing Maharajke while we were
given the task to capture Charwa, on its
left. The third battalion of the Brigade, 6
Garh Rif (Garhwal Rifles), was to be the
brigade reserve. Accordingly, all
company and platoon commanders of
our battalion went in small batches to
reconnoitre the objective in daylight as
well as in darkness. The CO had divided
the objective into two halves and
named the left half as ‘Machha’ and the
right half as ‘Puchhare’ after the famous
twin peaks in Nepal. The attack was to
be launched on the night of 7
September. Lt Ghanendra Sinha’s ‘A’
Company was to capture Machha, with
my ‘B’ Company in reserve. Major DD
Grover’s ‘D’ Company was to capture
Puchhare with Subedar Shiv Charan
Rana’s ‘C’ Company in reserve.
Detailed orders for the attack were

issued by the Brigade HQ only on the
evening of 7 September, just two hours
before the attack. The CO issued his

A SUBALTERN’S STORY
Lt Col Prosenjit Barua
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orders thereafter, but that left little time for the company
commanders to brief the men. By the time we completed our
formal orders to the platoon commanders, the Battalion was
already on the move to the FUP (Forming Up Place). The H
hour was 11 p.m. We halted for some time as we were moving
too fast and would have reached the FUP, well before time.
Just then, we heard the cracking of our artillery guns behind
us, followed by the whistling sounds of shells flying over our
heads. In a moment, the whole skyline in the direction of
Charwa was looking like a wall of fire. The time was 2245
hours and from where I was located, it was impossible to
identify where Machha or Puchhare were. Radio net was
active and I was on listening watch for the code word to move
ahead. I had organised my platoons in assault formation and
positioned myself with my radio operator, Lance Naik Jhar
Bahadur Thapa and my ever faithful runner Sahabir, between
the two assaulting platoons. The CO had told us that the
troops would not advance when under fire unless the officers
went with them. My only prayer at this time was that I would
be worthy of the trust reposed in me. Then the artillery fire
ceased and the radio set crackled, with the code word. The
attack was now underway. Soon I heard the Gurkha war cry
‘AYO GURKHALI,’ followed by the noise of small arms fire. I
realised that our assaulting companies had reached the
objective and warned my troops to be in readiness to advance
on my orders. I took out my compass and tried to align myself

as per the reading taken during the reconnaissance and to my
great relief I found that we were facing more or less in the
correct direction. After about twenty minutes or so, the radio
set crackled and the CO told me to move towards the
objective. I shouted for everyone to rise and advance, and was
relieved when the whole company rose as one on my
command. There was no sound of fire ahead of us and the
situation was much akin to what we experienced during mock
exercises. The suddenly all hell broke loose and we came
under heavy machine gun fire from a structure very close to
us. Bullets were whizzing overhead and in a jiffy, Sahabir
pulled me down to the ground.
“Goli Aundei Chaa Saab,” was his terse comment.
So there I was in the sugarcane field with my radio operator

by my side and I could hear my CO’s voice blaring and asking
me what was happening. I made a quick assessment and
requested for artillery fire on the building where the medium
machine gun fire seemed to be coming from.
‘Artillery Arranged. The shells are coming’, was the CO’s

immediate response.
Soon I heard the whistling sound of shells in front of us.

They fell around the building, masking the enemy fire, but
unfortunately, some also fell short and landed on my men. My
problem now was to stop the artillery before we suffered more
damage from our own fire. My radio operator had
unfortunately received splinter wounds, and I could not
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locate his radio set, though I could hear the CO’s voice calling
for me on the radio. I groped around in the dark and finally
managed to find the hand set.
“Stop that bloody fire. It has killed my men”.
I was hoping that the handset was still connected to the

main set and mercifully it was, because our artillery fire
stopped just a while later. 
The screams of the injured men rent the air, some of them

in unimaginable pain. I told Sahabir to carry the set and move
forward with me. The moon was up now, though not too
bright, but we could see objects to some extent. Quite a few
men had been injured. There was Lance Naik Fatte Bahadur,
our best cross country runner, lying with his thigh bone
sticking out of his waist, the lower portion of the leg
completely missing. “Saab molai goli marnus” (sir, please kill
me), was all he said when I went up to him. Nearby was
Rifleman Hari Lal, holding his intestines in both his hands. He
was delirious with pain, shouting “Molai bachaunhos, saab”
(Save me sir). There were many others, some screaming, some
in control, but all in great pain, all in crying need for
attention. The enemy was sniping at us once again and they
had to be engaged too but it was important to get the
wounded out earliest. But first I had to stop the screaming. I
was all of 22 years old and had the responsibility of a 100 men
on my shoulders. So I shouted at the top of my voice, telling
them all to shut up as their screaming was giving away our
position. And then silence descended, the wounded holding
on to their pain in silence, some never to speak again. Then
the stretcher bearers came and we managed to evacuate the
wounded. Only later did I learn that Fatte Bahadur, Hari Lal
and a few more men had died on the way to the Advance
Dressing Station.
By this time our troops had got used to the situation and

were engaging the enemy with sporadic small arms fire. It was
the building in front of us which was a cause of concern so I
told my 6 Platoon Commander, Naib Subedar Ganesh
Bahadur Thapa to eliminate the enemy spewing fire from the
window. He told me that he had already sent Lance Havaldar
Bhim Bahadur for this task. Shortly, Bhim approached the
window and lobbed two grenades inside, but then had to
make a quick exit as he drew fire from adjacent areas in the
near proximity. We needed a heavier weapon to bring down
the building so I asked the CO if he could send us a 106 mm
recoilless gun to blast the building. He told me to stay put as
‘C’ company had been moved to our left flank for an assault
on the objective.
By now it was dawn and we could see the silhouette of the

huge building in front of us and our jeep mounted recoilless
guns had taken up position on the right flank. The guns fired,
and the front walls of the huge building collapsed. Some
enemy soldiers stood up and instantly ‘C’ Company charged,
the war cry ‘AYO GURKHALI,’ renting the air. I saw khukries
flash and heads roll. The scene was unbelievable and could
have come straight from John Master’s famous book ‘Bugles

and the Tiger’. 
Soon, all the men in the building and the trenches around

it came out holding their weapons over their heads in
surrender. The building was a school of Charwa village. But
resistance had not ceased as small arms firing continued from
a bunker close by. A grenade was lobbed inside and there were
cries from within. Rifleman Amar Bahadur of ‘C’ Company
was sent to check, but when he peeped inside, he was shot
under his shoulder by what appeared to be a pistol fire from
inside. Their was a young Captain from the Pakistani Rangers
holding out and he refused to surrender. We finally doused
the bunker with kerosene and the last bit of resistance was
overcome. The officer was however a brave soldier and he was
rightly honoured by his country with a posthumous award.
We rounded up a large number of Pakistan soldiers with

almost 300 US made .30 Springfield rifles and a fleet of civilian
trucks loaded with anti-tank mines. Some while later, the
Brigade Commander, Brigadier Dharam Singh came to the
school building and congratulated us on our success. He
asked the prisoners if they had any requirements and some
complained that they were not allowed to ease themselves. I
had tied their hands behind their back with telephone wire to
prevent their escaping and had told them to relieve
themselves in their trousers.
“Let the chaps go and pee, damn it!” was the Commanders

response. I then ordered them to go one by one and relieve
themselves. We stayed in Charwa for three days and found
that the area had been well fortified with bunkers and inter
connecting deep trenches. We had caught the enemy by
surprise on 7 September and they were still in the process of
setting up their defences. Had the attack been delayed by
another two days, the scenario could have been quite
different.
The enemy air strafed us on the tenth morning. The men

seemed quite unconcerned, as they thought that they were
our aircraft. When I saw the green and white insignia of the
Pakistan Air Force under the wings, I shouted ‘Position’ and
we all dived for cover. The bullets rained down on us from the
sky but when it was all over, we found to our relief that no
damage had been caused. Our ‘B’ Echelon vehicles finally
fetched up and it was a relief to be able to have an apology of
a bath and wear fresh uniform. While changing my uniform I
found it full of blood stains at the back. I realised then that
these were from my radio operator who had been hit by
shrapnels during the attack on Charwa. Fortunately, he
survived without any serious disabilities to his limbs.
On 11 September, we moved in 3 ton vehicles to

Maharajke, which had been captured by the other elements of
our formation. From there onwards, we moved on foot
towards Phillora, where a fierce tank battle was in progress.
Near Rukri Kalan, we were fired upon from a bushy area with
small arms. I deployed the leading platoon to provide
covering fire and assaulted the position with the rest of the
company from the flank, but the enemy had fled. I realised

1965 INDO-PAK WAR
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then that this was but a delaying position of the enemy. Later,
the whole battalion built up on this position.
Next morning the battalion left Rurki Kalan and proceeded

towards Phillora, which by then had been captured by our
forces. The objective of 6 Mountain Division was the town of
Chawinda, and our immediate task was to hold the firm base
at Phillora. We reached there by evening to find the place
littered with knocked out tanks, jeeps and dead bodies. Barely
had we arrived when we were greeted by a barrage of gun fire
from the enemy. Three of our men were killed and five others
including 2/Lt OP Kachhawaha were injured in that firing. We
soon deployed on either side of the cross roads and started
digging in amidst heavy intermittent shelling by the enemy
artillery. By next morning, we were dug in fairly well and our
tanks had also moved into our area and were deployed well
camouflaged, in the periphery of our defences before first
light. While the tanks gave us added confidence, they also drew
the attention of the enemy air force, which shortly thereafter
strafed us. Fortunately, they were not very accurate and we did
not have any casualties. The IAF then came on the scene and
chased the enemy aircraft away. From that day onwards, we
witnessed a number of air battles, Including the ones where
famous Trevor brothers and Sekhon (PVC) shot down the
enemy planes. It was a treat to witness our Gnat Pilots
shooting down the F-16 fighters of the Pakistan Air Force.
Having the tanks in our area had some perks too. The troop

leader of the detachment in my company area, was the
younger brother of one of my NDA course mates (Davar). He
would bring Wills filter cigarettes for me from the harbour
every morning and that was a real luxury. The CO came to
know of my good fortune and being a person who enjoyed his
smoke, made me part with some of my stock!
We aggressively patrolled the area to keep it under our

domination.The villages had been abandoned by the enemy,
but were full of granary and poultry. Some of the men
supplemented their rations with poultry and basmati rice
from these villages. My sahayak was not to be outdone and he
joined in one of the forays, getting hold of a ceramic plate
with a fork and knife, so that he could serve my meals brought
from the B echelon, in a more befitting manner. Truly, the
respect and affection of our men for their officers was
unsurpassable.
We got inured to enemy strafing and shelling, and could

make out where the shells would land from the whistling
sound overhead. I was now joined by 2/Lt Ashok Malhotra,
who happened to be on leave when the war broke out. Mallu
(as we called him) was not just a Platoon Commander, but
was (and still is) a very dear friend. He joined the National
Defence Academy six months later than me, which was the
reason why I was the company commander. His arrival added
spice to my life. During patrolling one night, Mallu was nearly
shot by 2/Lt Arun Mahanta of ‘A’ company when the patrols
they were leading came in front of each other during hours of
darkness. Fortunately, Mahanta recognised the silhouette of

Mallu’s hat which was a little awkward and challenged him
before opening fire, which averted a great disaster. However,
Mallu was destined to be hit. Shortly thereafter, on returning
from the patrol, the enemy shelled us and the whistling sound
indicated that the round would land too close for comfort. We
jumped into the trench as the blast hit us, but a splinter
pierced Mallu’s right hand. He was evacuated for treatment
but rejoined shortly with a plaster on his hand and none the
worse for wear.
In the meantime, the unit’s Advance Party led by Major PB

Thapa returned from J&K and joined us at Phillora and Thapa
took over as the Second-in-Command of the battalion. We
had been in the area now for three days and had not had time
to bury the dead. The bodies now started to rot, and I ordered
my men to get on with the task of their burial. This was done
in hastily dug graves, all of them marked, both enemy and
own, for identification post the ceasefire.This helped the Jat
Battalion which had fought there, to identify their dead
officers and men after the ceasefire, for performing proper
last rites.
Almost every day we were told that an attack on Chawinda

would take place that evening. Accordingly, there was intense
artillery fire by our guns on Chawinda and equally intense fire
by enemy artillery on our location, but the attack on
Chawinda never took place. The ceasefire between India and
Pakistan came into effect at midnight of 22/23 September
1965. Both sides went into overdrive shelling each other and
that was something to be experienced to believe. After the
Tashkent declaration the Battalion moved back to Almora,
and I was sent to Dharamsala as a Medium Machine Gun
instructor in a Specialist Training School organised by HQ 1
Corps. By end January, I rejoined the Battalion and was
granted two months annual leave. I was just in time to
prepare for a month long trip to Nepal along with Kanwaljit,
Bharpur and Ghanindra Sinha, and then go home for the
remaining one month. My mother, who was keenly waiting at
home to see me after the war, was fuming. But what could I
do—my love for the Second Fifth and our men came before
everything else!

An alumnus of RIMC Dehradun, NDA Khadakvasla and
IMA Dehradun, Colonel Prosenjit Barua, was commissioned

into 2/ 5 Gorkha Rifles (FF) in 1963. A veteran of both the
1965 and 1971 wars with Pakistan, he assumed command of
2/ 5 Gorkha Rifles (FF) in December 1979 in Mizoram. On
completion of command, he volunteered for deputation
with Oil India Limited (OIL), a Public Sector Undertaking,

and joined OIL in February 1982 in administration
department. On completion of deputation, he was absorbed

in OIL, where he served in various capacities till his
superannuation as Director (Personnel) in 2003, a post he
held for six years. Thereafter, he served as Senior Advisor in
Directorate General of Hydrocarbons till final retirement in
2011. Post retirement he has settled down in Greater Noida.
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OPINION

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world. – Nelson Mandela

The “Gurukul” was a sanctuary for nurturing and teaching,
a young seeker (shishya) of knowledge, who came to the Guru
(Acharya) with blind devotion to learn and be enlightened, at
his feet, in what is called the “Guru-Shishya Parampara” in a
commitment to impart knowledge and values which had a
sanctity and reverence to it. It was the privilege of the few
fortunate, mostly the upper class. The ‘pathshala’ concept
evolved much later in the last two hundred years or so, where
the emphasis was on education to children of different ages,
social and financial backgrounds. In today’s modern world,
education is mandatory for all. Therefore the exclusivity has
given way to volumes and pressures for
more schools, teachers, infrastructure,
administration and management, all
mostly creaking at the seams due to poor
infrastructure, inadequate and poor
quality teachers, but mostly Govt
indifference and politicians greed (after
all who wants an educated electorate,
who will question their motives). Add to
this the huge diversity across the country
of language, customs, and food habits in
a fairly fragmented linguistic, societal
and cultural milieu. Imparting of
education and Knowledge has therefore
acquired new dimensions.

The teacher as a provider of
knowledge and values of yore has today
been relegated to the role of a minder,
enforcer of discipline at the expense of teaching, and a Devil’s
Advocate between the failing responsibility of home and
family as the nurturers, providers of emotional parental
support of love, affection, values, time and sharing; a breach
in communication is the out fall. This lack of attention and
thereby the growing unchecked influence of peer groups,
unmonitored usage of internet, television and easy access to
pornography, are creating a trauma for most children, who do
not get the nurturing and attention in their formative growing
up years from their parents. The material compensation to

offset the lack of quality time and affection actually,
empowers the child to learn to manipulate and suppress the
parents, even sometimes through threats of violence.

The human touch, the warmth and caring has been
replaced by the mobile phone, internet and video games
leading to frustration and suppressed anger, further
aggravated by parental pressure to excel, leading to
depression and suicides. At the other level, due to joblessness
and frustration of economic depravity, stilted sex ratios and
extremely conservative and suppressive society including
caste prejudices; adults take out their frustrations and anger
on a defenceless child or women at large. The school is a
microcosm of a city with all these integrated structures,
managing which with all the support structure and teachers,

staff and students, require a school to
not merely impart education but also
run an administrative establishment.

An unfair escapist attitude over time,
of abdicating responsibility to schools by
parents who do not have the time
because both parents work, or the
housewife being busy with social
engagements or even bad abusive and
violent marriages, denies the child the
right environment to evolve as a positive
and confident child in the absence of
love and attention at home. This child is
then virtually abandoned at the gates of
the school thrusting the responsibility of
fostering the child on them, the teacher
thereby is now distracted from her/his
task of imparting knowledge to

mentoring and disciplining the child.
We are perhaps the only country where any incident inside

or outside the school has the Principal and teacher
accountable. If a child is hit by a cricket ball in a game, if a
child falls into a water tank, or commits suicide because she
has failed, is surely not a reflection on the Principal or the
teacher’s ineptitude. Children get into a fight which might
lead to fatality or rapes another student or the staff
manhandles or rapes a child is a serious matter and requires
the school, in the first place to have adequate means of

HANG ’EM HIGH! THE
EDUCATORS DILEMMA

Col Sanjiv Wattal
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electronic surveillance and security staff to ensure such
incidents are averted or if they do occur, immediate action is
taken to apprehend the culprits and inform the police and the
parents, with an immediate investigation, to unearth lapses
leading to the incident.

Despite all active measures of security, incidents will
unfortunately still occur. But the need is an effective response
system. The dereliction of responsibility lies in inaction and
trying to suppress the incident by the Principal and
Management, also in the failure to ensure adequate security
and checks. This is a cognisable offence, and defaulters must
be punished. Parents, teachers
and students must be educated
to be observant and notice
behavioural changes in any child
and report the matter to enable
investigation and counselling
where required. All schools must
have Student Counsellors.
Prevention is always better than
cure.

Today the “Guru Shishya
Parampara” has been shattered
and the teacher/educator stands
at a crossroad, vilified and
trampled upon by combination
of irresponsible and
unaccountable parents abetted
by a “pass the buck” education
bureaucracy and an
undiscerning and retributive
judiciary taking the easy way out
of “shooting the messenger”(the
principal/teacher). In an
unfortunate and flippant
triangulation of a conspiracy
between the three, the losers are
going to be the children, as good
and committed principals and
teachers already rare, will soon
become extinct and schools shut down; logically why should
they take the rap for parental failure, abetted by an uncaring
educational bureaucracy and an incompetent and uncaring
judiciary. “Hang ‘em High they say” instead. Shame!

A good start to breaking barriers of caste, creed, financial
status and haughtiness, all learnt in the first temple of
learning—the home, would be to create an environment at
school, starting the day with cleaning up the entire school,
including the garbage which ought to instil a sense of
humbleness, pride in team work, the dignity of labour, and
the sheer joy of contributing to the cleanliness of the
environment, which would help blunt any prejudices. The
children in Japan do it with great pride. I perceive it as a major
first step in character building and a force multiplier in the

overall comprehensive education of the child. I know the first
reaction to this is going to be explosively negative. But we
need to start somewhere and if not here, then where?

The dilemma for schools is a vague and incomprehensible
education policy, archaic and predatory laws. Schools and
teachers are nation builders who should be imparting
knowledge, not merely of facts, but of values, to mould and
inspire confident, self-assured, future leaders. Here we are
striking fear in the hearts of the teachers and driving them
away. With a literacy rate of 74% we now seem to be aiming for
rock bottom.

This Teachers Day has already lost its lustre and will hardly
be a day of celebrations and thanksgiving to teachers. Don’t
we all, as responsible citizenry and society need to worry
about the future of the child, teachers, education per se and
the nation!

A first generation soldier and an alumnus of the Defence
Services Staff College, Col Sanjiv Wattal was commissioned
from the IMA in March 1972, into the Parachute Regiment.

He has had tenures in J&K including the Glacier, and
commanded his unit in Manipur/ Nagaland. He has served in

assignments in Maldives and in China and post retirement,
is an active commentator on defence and security issues.
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JUSTICE

A
n unfortunate
development in
Noida around
Ind ep enden c e

Day has been gradually
attracting national attention.
It has caused great hurt and
concern to Noida residents
and raises issues of great
significance to all Indians.
On 14 August a retired army Colonel

aged 76 years was arrested from a park
near his home in Noida around 9 AM,

handcuffed, paraded, taken
for a medical before being
produced in court, and jailed
by 4 PM, on a complaint of
molestation, kidnapping,
assault, and charges under
the SC/ ST Act, levied by the
Colonel’s neighbor. The
remarkable alacrity of the
police, seldom seen in even

heinous crimes of rape and murder,
where even getting a FIR recorded takes
major effort, was perhaps due to the

neighbor being till recently, Dy CEO of
Noida Authority, now posted as
Assistant District Magistrate (ADM)
Muzaffarnagar.
As per media reports Mr Harish

Chandra owns a flat above that of
Colonel VPS Chauhan, in Sector 29
Noida. Neighborly relations have
strained over unauthorized
construction and encroachment by 
Mr Chandra, which was reported to
Noida Authority by Colonel Chauhan.
Only limited action was taken due to

ARREST OF A VETERAN:
GROSS MISUSE OF AUTHORITY

Colonel RP Chaturvedi
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Chandra being the Deputy CEO Noida
Authority. The strained relations
continued, following the former’s
posting to Muzaffarnagar, as Chandra’s
family stayed on, accompanied by the
official paraphernalia of security and
support staff. 
As reported, on 14 August, as Colonel

Chauhan was in the park, awaiting a
taxi ordered by him to go to a
regimental function, he was accosted
by Chandra accompanied by his
gunman and Mrs Chandra. An
argument and a quarrel followed
wherein the Colonel was beaten up by
the trio, following which Mrs Chandra
called up the police, accusing Colonel
Chauhan of charges of molestation,
kidnapping, assault and violation of
SC/SC Act. A posse of Noida police
appeared soon, as if on cue and arrested
the Colonel.
With equal speed the Colonel’s cook,

domestic staff and two visitors staying
with him were also rounded up and
locked up with the same charges
pressed on them.
Everything worked like clockwork.
Everything worked to plan.
Except the CCTV installed in the park

that recorded a different story and
totally called off the bluff.
The incident sent shock waves

across Noida. Colonel Chauhan is a
respected valorous soldier from the
elite 1 Parachute Battalion which, like
all army units, places great stress on
motivation, teamwork and cohesion
independent of caste or creed. He has
participated in 1965 and 1971 Indo Pak
wars and served in the Siachen. Since
retirement, Colonel Chauhan has been
involved in social service by conducting
free training for youth joining defence
services from Eastern UP-Ajamgarh,
Gorakhpur, Jaunpur etc. That he should
violate elements of the SC/ST Act by
heaping insult on anyone from that
community is unimaginable, as is the
charge that a 76-year-old will ‘molest’
someone. Ex Servicemen (ESM)
reaction was swift. A press conference
was held and facts placed before media;
Noida Administration and Police

hierarchy were met, to bring the truth to
their notice, backed by proof — the
CCTV recording, that showed the ADM
and his wife beating the Colonel along
with the former’s gunman.
Consequently, the more serious, non
bailable charges, were withdrawn. The
SHO and concerned CO of the Police
contingent that arrested and
handcuffed the Colonel were posted
out the very next day. But it took
another five days for Colonel Chauhan
to be released on bail, after submitting
two securities of Rs 60,000 each.
Colonel Chauhan’s cook and other
members of the household could only
come out after another few days.
Ironically, the cook and another

person arrested from the Colonel’s
house, and charged under SC/ST Act,
are themselves from SC/ST category.
What a twist, or shall one say, mockery
of justice! Surprisingly, their attempts to
file a FIR over the unjust police action
have not succeeded at time of
reporting.
As the matter became better known

particularly through vernacular media
and the active ESM community
interacting with state administration
and posting updates on social media,
the higher administrative echelons in
the state swung into action and
suspended the ADM and issued arrest
warrants against the Chandra couple
who went into hiding to evade arrest
and succeeded in getting anticipatory
bail. It is reported that they are trying to
give the incident a political coloration,
insinuating that the police are gunning
for them due to their being SC/ST. This
overlooks the fact that the issue is an
individual’s misconduct and has
nothing to do with caste. 
Noida Authority has dismantled the

extensive encroachment at the Chandra
household.
As news spread, ESM communities

across North India have expressed their
angst and shock over the issue. ESM
protests and dharnas in support of
Colonel Chauhan are reported in
Noida, Dehradun, Lucknow,
Chandigarh and Bhopal. Various RWAs

in Noida have expressed their solidarity
with the veterans in the stand to get
justice for Colonel Chauhan and have
been participating in related protests.
As caste is never a consideration for
Faujis, many protesting ESM are from
the SC/ST category themselves. This
issue is about misuse of power and
connections and has nothing to do with
caste.
This incident highlights blatant

misuse of power and provisions of law
by ADM Muzzafarnagar, to settle a
personal issue with a neighbour. Saved
by a CCTV recording, and heavily
supported by a large ESM community
that could project the true nature of the
ADM’s mischief, Colonel Chauhan’s
advantage may not be available to all
citizens. It’s sad that an Assistant
District Magistrate, expected to
dispense justice, could have taken
recourse to such malicious practice.
How can a citizen feel safe in this
environment? 
The incident points too, to the

dangers of absolutism in acting against
anyone without investigation. Current
laws entail anyone charged under
SC/ST Act, being jailed in the first
instance, until case is decided. This has
potential for misuse, provides as it does,
a community with a ‘No Questions
Asked’ power to wield, just by reporting
that a grievance occurred. Its one’s word
against reality! This has great dangers to
national productivity and development
as it provides unmitigated powers to a
certain segment of society against the
other larger group. It will be in national
interest to inject a balance between the
need to safeguard SC/ST dignity and
interest and prevent misuse. Justice
obviously must be two sided.

Following a thirty years army
service, the author has variedly worked

in the Corporate, been an
entrepreneur, and is engaged in social
work. The Book 'Eklavya: Rare Insights
into India's Soldiery’  an anthology of
essays on multiple facets of India's
soldiery, aiming to create a better

understanding among citizens about
their Defence Forces, is edited by him. 
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Surjit was a handsome Sikh, a little over six
feet tall with a slim athletic frame. Ever since
his childhood he had been fascinated by
airplanes and dreamt to be a pilot in the
Indian Air Force (IAF). He joined the
National Cadet Corps Air Wing in College
and was thrilled when he first flew the
yellow coloured Pushpak aircraft at the

Patiala Flying School. At the end of the course, he was declared
the best student pilot. Later, Surjit was selected for a
commission in the IAF and after completion of training, was
commissioned as a fighter pilot and posted to a fighter
squadron located at Pathankot. His parents were thrilled when
he came home on leave. They began to talk about his marriage.
Despite protests from Surjit, his father said that he had
promised his good friend Satwant Singh that Surjit would marry
his daughter Harpreet. “No more arguments on this”, he said in
a firm voice and Surjit complied.

Harpreet was a relatively tall, and a very beautiful girl. She
was very happy when she heard about the forthcoming
engagement with Surjit. Secretly, she had been in love with him
but could never muster the courage to speak about it to anyone.
While she was happy, there was a pang of apprehension too!
When she was born, her paternal grandmother was very angry
with her mother for producing a girl child. Her mother was
called names and in a fit of rage the old lady had blurted “This
girl will bring bad luck to our house. She is a curse on this
family.” Harpreet had heard this from the family “dai” (mid-
wife) and the thought that she was a cursed child, remained at
the back of her mind.

With much fanfare, Surjit and Harpreet were engaged. The
marriage had to be delayed till Surjit could officially marry on
attaining the age of 25 years. A month after the engagement, the
world around Harpreet crashed. Surjit, during a routine training
exercise, had failed to return back from a mission. The
grandmother wailed and announced to all and sundry that
Surjit had died because of the curse on Harpreet. Harpreet was
very distraught and went into a shell. No amount of cajoling
from the parents had any affect and she shut herself from the
world.  It remained so for a couple of years, before the parents
decided to settle her in marriage. 

A suitable boy, Jaswant, from a neighbouring village was
chosen by the parents. Son of a farmer, Jaswant was a college
dropout and helped his father at the farm. Satisfied after
matching the horoscopes his parents agreed especially since
Harpreet’s parents had offered a hefty dowry. The engagement
took place and a wedding date was fixed. 

It was only after the horoscopes had matched and there was
no indication of any mishap, Harpreet reconciled to getting
married. She slowly came out of the dark corner she had pushed
herself in to and began to savour the sunshine once again.
However, her happiness was short-lived. Her fiancé, while
returning from the city on his tractor, met with a fatal accident.
A wayward truck had rammed in to the tractor killing the young
man on the spot. That Harpreet was devastated would be an
understatement. 

Harpreet now began to believe her grandmother that she was
a curse on the family. She shut herself from the world once
again. Not wanting to be a burden on her parents, she decided
to leave home. One day, early in the morning before anyone else
was awake, she quietly slipped out of the house. With
determined and firm steps she walked towards the far end of the
farm. A canal ran all along the edge of the farm. After a quick
look around, she jumped into the overflowing canal.

Raminder Singh, on leave from his unit in Kashmir, was
jogging along the canal when he heard a splash. He saw a woman
bobbing up and down in the waters. Without any hesitation, he
jumped in and with strong strokes swam towards the woman.
Holding her, ensuring her head was above water level, he quickly
pulled her out of the water. Gasping for breath he softly asked her
as to what had happened.  “Let me die, let me die”, was what
Harpreet kept saying as Raminder picked her up in his arms and
took her home. Everyone was shocked to see Harpreet in such a
state. Sobbing, Harpreet narrated her sordid story.  Raminder
was stunned. He stood up and made an announcement that
astounded everyone present. “This curse stuff is sheer nonsense.
Harpreet is an absolutely normal person. If there was any curse
it was on the two men who died. If no one has any objection, I
am willing to marry Harpreet now, right here,” he said. There was
total silence. Raminder took hold of Harpreet‘s hand and said
“Will you marry me? Together we will banish this so called curse
forever! There will be no elaborate wedding. We will go to the city
and register for a court marriage”. Amongst a few murmurs from
some elders, the parents agreed since Harpreet seemed inclined
to accept the proposal. It’s been seventeen years since Colonel
Raminder Singh and Harpreet were married. They have two
children: a girl Simran, 15 years, and a son Ranjit 12 years. They
are a happy family, living a normal life having conquered the
wrath of the curse!

Air Commodore Ashok Chhibbar, AVSM was commissioned
in the IAF as a fighter pilot in Aug 1969. Apart from

commanding a fighter squadron and two airbases, he has been
Air-I of an Operational Command and Deputy Commandant
of Air Force Academy. He is a regular contributor to the Air
Force Flight Safety Magazine and has authored two books –
Raindrops, and The Accidental Pilot. He is settled in Pune.
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IN LIGHTER VEIN

THE WRATH OF A CURSE
Air Cmde Ashok Chhibbar, AVSM
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He was the spit image of a Senator from
Caesar’s Roman Empire, robed in knee
length toga of thick white fabric and flat
soled sandals held in place by two
leather straps entwined around calves.
But this man that we encountered in
1976 was a Member of Parliament from
the Lok Sabha, in his signature spotless
white muslin tailored Kurta, a gracefully
tied white cotton Dhoti and feet shod in
polished light brown, leather ‘Jutties'.
His well groomed hair and gentle
comportment lent him a certain sense
of dignified presence.
We were at the car parking lot of

India’s most prestigious, veterinary
dispensary situated within the premises
of the Rashtrapati Bhavan Estate,
essentially to care for the horses of the
President’s Body Guard. But over time,
as there were no parlours or clinics for
pets in those days, this dispensary also
attended to the canines of Delhi’s

Diplomatic Corps and those belonging
to a few lowly but lucky citizens as well.
Dachshunds are of high strung

temperament and impetuously volatile,
especially on sighting a strange dog,
utterly unmindful of the consequences.
Once, on the out skirts of Wellington
(Nilgiri Hills) a cat had crossed the road
about ten meters ahead, the
Dachshund on my wife’s lap shot out of
the window of the moving car, appeared
a bit stunned on impact with tarmac
but gathered his wits and like the bolt of
lightning was on hot chase after that
dear little puss. My wife and I learnt
never to take chances when out of
doors, with our two bundles of
potential dynamite.
Even before alighting from the car at

the veterinary dispensary, we had
gently but firmly cradled one each but
my grip fell slack for a moment while
locking the car door. Fortunately, I had
had the loop-end of the leash slipped
through my trouser belt but the
direction of his lunge pointed to the
man in kurta & dhoti. He was not
startled one bit as he turned his broad
face over his broad shoulders to look in
our direction. He had the gentlest,
winning smile and we smiled back as
much out of grace as to mask our
embarrassment by the belligerence of
our pets.
But he understood full well a dog’s

unconditional resolve to fend off even
the slightest perceived danger to his
masters. Cradled in the crook of his left

arm was a Pomeranian whose white
fluff melded so completely with the
white Kurta that but for the three black
spots (nose and eyes) and flesh pink
tongue, that adorable Pom would have
escaped our gaze, altogether.
That too, was Shri Atal Behari

Vajpayee!
Was he a lover of dogs? Does this

personality trait find mention in his
poetry? Let us wish him a happy
reunion with his Pomeranian in their
lives up and above.

POST SCRIPT.
The above text was published by The
Tribune on Saturday (08 September,
2018) on its Editorial Page as the
“Middle” (“Chance meeting with
Vajpayee & his Pom!”). Mr Jaikaran
Sandhawalia who happened to read it,
mailed it to a friend who is intimate
with the late Prime Minister’s family
and enquired whether ABV was a lover
of dogs? An hour later, we were thrilled
to receive the mail reproduced below:

From: Jai Sandhawalia: Sep 8 (I day
ago) to: me
All his life, yes ABV was a avid dog

lover. He once lost his pet Loli (pom)
and had several sleepless nights, and
the dog was eventually found and
returned to him from someone in
Panipat (Perhaps in 1985).

Commissioned in the Regiment of
Artillery in July 1956,Lt Gen. Baljit

Singh, AVSM, VSM, retired on 31 July
1992 after 36 years of distinguished

service. A keen sportsman,
accomplished writer and noted

environmentalist, he is an active
promoter of Conservation of Nature,

more so within and by the Armed
Forces.

THE MAN & HIS DOG
Lt Gen. Baljit Singh, AVSM, VSM

Dachshunds are of high strung temperament and impetuously volatile,
especially on sighting a strange dog, utterly unmindful of the
consequences. Once, on the out skirts of Wellington (Nilgiri Hills) a cat
had crossed the road about ten meters ahead, the Dachshund on my
wife’s lap shot out of the window of the moving car, appeared a bit
stunned on impact with tarmac but gathered his wits and like the bolt
of lightning was on hot chase after that dear little puss.
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ASIAN GAMES

I
ndia won an impressive haul of 69
medals in the recently concluded
Asian Games at Jakarta, 15 of which
were gold, 24 silver and 30 bronze

medals. While this does not compare too
well with countries such as China and
Japan which led the medals tally with an
impressive haul of 289 and 205 medals
respectively, of which 132 and 75
respectively were gold medals, it still
represents a marked improvement over
India’s performance in the previous
editions of the Asian Games. What was

particularly heartening was the fact that
India has now made a foray into many
disciplines, where it had not won any
medals earlier.

The Services, true to form, performed
creditably and contributed 15 medals to
the national tally, of which five were gold
medals and five each silver and bronze.
The Army contributed the maximum to
this tally, winning four gold, four silver
and three bronze medals. In this series of
the Asian Games, sixty-six army
sportspersons participated in 18 events.

Nb Sub Neeraj Chopra won a gold medal
in the javelin throw with a throw of  88.06
meters, which is also a new national
record. He had earlier also won the gold
in the Commonwealth Games. Nb Sub
Jinson Johnson won a silver in 800 meters
and then went on to win gold in 1500
meters. Nb Sub Amit Phangal won the
gold in the men’s 49 kg boxing. This
achievement was made more credible by
the fact that in the finals, he beat the
reigning Olympic and Asian champion
Hasanboy Dusmatov, in a stunning

ARMED FORCES IN 
THE ASIAN GAMES
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tactical win. He is now the eighth Indian boxer to ever claim a
gold medal at the Asian Games. The fourth gold was won in a
team event, Mens Quadruple Scull, where the Indian rowers
team comprising of Sub Swaran Singh, Hav Dattu Bhokanal,
Hav Om Prakash and Sapper Sukhmeet Singh won the race with
a timing of 6: 17.13. From the Indian Navy, Tejinder Pal Singh
Toor bagged a gold medal in men’s shot put, setting a new
record at 20.75 m during his fifth attempt, surpassing the six
year old national record of 20.69 m and shattering the Asian
Games record.

Amongst the medal winners were Maj Ashish Malik, Swr
Jitendar Singh and Swr Rakesh Kumar who won a silver in a
team event, Equestrian Eventing. In the Scull events, two more
medals were won by the Army, with Nb Sub Dushyant Chauhan
winning a bronze in the men’s lightweight single scull and
Sappers Rohit Kumar and Bhagwan Singh winning another
bronze in the lightweight mens double scull. In addition, Nb
Sub Mohd Kanhu won silver in the 4x400 m relay and Sub Arokia

Rajiv also won a silver medal as a member of the Indian athletics
mixed 4X400 metre relay team. Finally, Hav Monu Goyal was
part of the Kabaddi team that won a bronze medal. A total of
sixteen Army personnel were thus part of the medal winning
group from the 66 that participated.

From the Indian Air Force Sgt Deepak Kumar won a silver in
the men’s 10 metre Air Rifle individual event, while Junior
Warrant Officer Ravi Kumar won a bronze in the 10 metre Air
Rifle Mixed Team event with Apurvi Chandela. Sergeant Santosh
Kumar won a bronze in the Wushu event. From the Navy, Toor
as mentioned earlier won the gold in shot put and Muhammed
Anas won a silver in the men’s 400 metre.

The Armed Forces have played a prominent role in training
its sportspersons. The Army took up the task in 2001, as part of
‘Mission Olympics’, where it remains focussed on 11 sports
disciplines. Its Mission Olympic Wing was established with five
sports nodes. The Indian Navy and IAF also have their own
categories of training sports persons.

ASIAN GAMES
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Nb Sub Neeraj Chopra, Gold Medalist, Javelin

Nb Sub Jinson Johnson, Gold Medalist, 1500m Tejinderpal Singh Toor Gold Medalist, Shot Put

Nb Sub Amit Phangal, Gold Medalist, Boxing (49 kg)
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The first India-US 2+2 dialogue was held in New Delhi on 6
September 2018. As per Alice Wells, the Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for South and Central Asia, the
dialogue “was more than a meeting. We view it as a strategic
milestone. It was a long time in the making between the two
world powers, the worlds two largest democracies to talk
about our shared vision for the future”. This dialogue will now
be held on an annual basis.

During the 2+2 dialogue, External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj and Defence Minister Nirmala Seetharaman held
crucial talks with their counterparts US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo and Defence Secretary James Mattis. During
this interaction, various initiatives were taken to build out
India’s unique status as a major US defence partner.

During the meeting, the two sides shared their vision for a
free and open Indo-Pacific based on the ideas set forth by
Prime Minister Modi and President Trump in their respective
speeches at the Shangri La dialogue in Singapore and at Da
Nang in Vietnam.

The two countries agreed to begin negotiations on the
Industrial Security Annex, which will support a closer defence
industry collaboration and to pursue an agreement to share
geospatial information. Also announced was the creation of
the first US-India tri-service military exercise. It was during
this meeting that the Communications and Information
Security Memorandums of Agreement (COMCASA) was
finalised and signed that will facilitate access to advanced
defence systems and enable India to optimally utilise its
existing US-origin platforms. It is one of the four foundational
agreements that the US signs with allies and close partnersto
facilitate interoperability between militaries and sale of high
end technology.

In the US, CISMOA (Communication and Information on
Security Memorandum of Agreement) is intended to provide
the documentary justification to release command, control,
communications, computer intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (C4ISR) data to a foreign country. This
includes data feeds that provide the “common
operational/tactical picture.” This name was changed to
COMCASA to reflect its India-specific nature. COMCASA is
thus an India-specific version of CISMOA. It comes into force
immediately, and is valid for a period 10 years. It allows India
to procure/transfer specialised equipment for encrypted
communications for US origin military platforms like the C-
17, C-130 and P-8Is. Currently, these platforms use
commercially available communication systems.

Since 2010, India has purchased defence equipment worth
over USD 15 billion from the US making the US the second-
largest supplier of defence hardware to India. Defence
purchases include frontline equipment such as Chinook

medium lift helicopters, Apache helicopter gunships, P-8I
Poseidon long-range maritime surveillance aircraft, C-130
medium transport aircraft and C-17 heavy lift aircraft. Repeat
orders have been placed for some of the above purchases,
which has partially reduced India’s dependancy on Russian
equipment. Recently, India has also agreed to purchase 24
MH-60R multi-role helicopters worth USD 1.8 billion from the
US as a government-to-government (G to G) deal. These
helicopters are required to operate from Indian warships.
India is also seeking to purchase MQ-9 'Guardian' High
Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) drones from the US.

Earlier, when India was offered the CISMOA, concerns were
expressed over the following issues:
• It may increase pressure on India to source all of its COMSEC
equipment from US vendors in the future.

• Its implementation would involve data sharing that could
reveal the location of Indian military assets to third parties.

• Washington could monitor Indian communications in
operations where the United States may be neutral or even
adversarial.

• A lot of Russian-origin and indigenous Indian military
platforms may not be compatible with this security
equipment.
With the signing of COMCASA, which is specific to India, it

is presumed that all these concerns have been adequately
addressed.

2+2 DIALOGUE AND COMCASA
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The Indian Army and Kazakhstan Army are all set to train
together for a fortnight from 10 Sep 2018near Otar Military
Base, Kazakhstan. The Indian contingent comprises of one
company from 5th Battalion The Ladakh Scouts Regiment
while the contingent from Kazakhstan Army is a company
from Military Base 85395. This is first ever Company Group
level Exercise indicating evolving bilateral relation between
the two nations. This is also the first time that a Ladakh Scouts
battalion raised on Sons of Soil concept is participating in an
international outbound exercise. The exercise is expected to
contribute immensely in developing optimum integration
and mutual comprehension, techniques and procedures. The
Indian contingent has arrived at Kazakhstan to a warm
welcome.

KAZIND2018

A contingent from the Indian Army led by Maj Gen. Vikram Dogra paid
homage at the war cemetery at Haifa on 06 Sep 2018. This was part of the
functions to mark the centenary of the Battle of Haifa, where in 1918, three
Indian state cavalry regiments  defeated a much larger force of the
Ottoman empire. The charge by the Cavalry is also the last successful such
charge on horseback in history. PM Narendra Modi had visited this site in
2017 and laid a wreath at the war cemetery. Subsequently, Teen Murti
Memorial at Delhi was renamed as the Teen Murti-Haifa Memorial.
The contingent led by Maj Gen. Vikram Dev Dogra also comprised of
personnel from 61 Cavalry which was formed from one of the squadrons
of Jodhpur Lancers that had taken part in the attack on Haifa. The guard of
honour was presented by Indian troops of the Indian Unit part of the UN
peace keeping forces. The mayor of Haifa and India's Ambassador to Israel
were also present. Brig Jodha who is the grandson of Maj Dalpat Singh who
was martyred in this attack was also part of the delegation. The ceremony
was attended by approximately 300 people including ambassadors and
Defence Attaches of a number of countries. The IDF band was in
attendance and played the national anthems of India and Israel.

HAIFA DAY COMMEMORATION

DEFENCE NEWS
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In an impressive passing out parade a total of
236 Officer Cadets to include 198 Gentleman
Cadets (GCs) and 38 Lady Cadets were
commissioned as Officers of the Indian Army
on 8 September 2018, following the
completion of vigorous training at the
Academy. In addition, officer cadets were
also commissioned from Bhutan,
Afghanistan and Fiji Islands into their
respective armies.

Lt Gen Abhay Krishna, General Officer
Commanding-in-Chief Eastern Command
reviewed the spectacular parade which was
commanded by Academy Under Officer
(AUO) Utkarsh Singh. Lt Gen Abhay Krishna
addressed the gathering and presented the
coveted Sword of Honour to Battalion Under
Officer (BUO) Siddharth Singh and the gold
medal to BUO Raveena Punia.
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Few days after cricketer turned
television presenter turned politician
Navjot Sidhu’s infamous  embrace of
Pakistan’s army chief Gen. Qamar
Javed Bajwa, the latter, during
Pakistan’s  Defence and Martyrs' Day
speech on September 6, 2018, vowed
to “avenge the blood being shed on
the border…Pakistan army had been
'valiant' during the wars of 1965 and
1971… Pakistan’s enemies knew that
they could not beat it fair and square,
and had thus subjected it to a cruel,

evil and protracted hybrid war…”
Considering that Pakistan was raised on lies, has been

repeatedly lying/compounding/institutionalising  lies, Bajwa’s
claims are not surprising. However, the record must be set
straight.The second war Pakistan waged against India in 1965,
exposed the bluff and bluster its leaders, self-promoted Field
Marshal Ayub Khan and Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto as
well as the ineptness and poor leadership of many of Pak army’s
field commanders, and the lack of training of all ranks. Just one
example is Pak army’s  major failings in tank warfare, which
caused them very heavy losses of then modern American Patton
tanks against Indian Army’s vintage Centurion tanks. These
were: (a) Pakistani tank crews had very little or nil training on the
Patton tank and (b) owing to fear of dying by flames, Pakistani
tank crew bailed out as soon as their tank was hit even if it had
not caught fire and its guns were still functional.
The third war Pakistan waged against India in 1971 was

preceded by Pakistan’s suppression of  the Bengali masses of
erstwhile East Pakistan, which resulted in a determined group of
Bengali youth who forming the Mukti Vahini (freedom force),
which was trained by Indian Army and became a valuable asset
in operations against the rogue and barbaric Pak army, which
killed over 3 million Bengalis in
the largest ever genocide since
the Holocaust and raped up to
4,00,000 Bengali women, many of
who were kept confined in the
quarters/billets of Pak army
deployed there.
Within 13 days of Pak army

declaring full-fledged war by
attacking Indian airfields on
December 3, 1971 and thereby
opening up the Western front,
93,000 Pakistan armed forces
personnel surrendered to Indian

Army, after being surrounded  by it from all around in erstwhile
East Pakistan, which it lost, as it became liberated and emerged
as a new nation, Bangladesh.
The cruel inhuman conduct of the Pakistani troops in the

presence of their officers or also by their officers is another of its
hallmarks which  continues till date. One of many instances of
utter brutality was the plight in 1971, in the Eastern theatre of Lt
Chandavarkar, the youngest of 45 Cavalry’s officers, caught by
Pak army. Tied to a tree and for each question that was not
answered, his limbs and sexual  organs were cut by the Pakistani
junior commissioned officer, who also chopped off his ear lobes,
fingernails, toes, and fingers and finally gouged out his eyes
before shooting him in the chest. This was in sharp contrast to
the manner in which Indian Army treated Pakistani prisoners of
war (PsOW). The 93,000 Pak PsOW were pleasantly shocked at
the humane treatment they got in their POW camps in India, as
promised before their surrender by then Indian Army Chief,
Gen., later Field Marshal, SHFJ Manekshaw.
While official accounts of Pak army paint a bright picture of its

performance during wars, some Pakistani officers have been
bluntly critical about its blunders. Z.A.Khan, who wrote The way
it was: Inside the Pakistan Army and Brig  Maj (retd) Agha
Humayun Amin, who wrote The Pakistan Army From 1965 to
1971 are but just two of them.
A shocker exposed by Hassan Abbas in his book Pakistan’s

Drift Into Extremism (Pentagon Publishers, India), is of how on
the eve of Pak forces surrender at Dhaka, when Lt Gen A.A.K.
Niazi was desperately trying to reach Pakistan’s second dictator
President Gen Yahya Khan on telephone and not succeeding, it
was because the latter was partying with his then paramour and
other guests-all nude.
While Pakistan’s fourth war against India—albeit low

intensity/proxy continues unabated since late 1980s, Bajwa’s
recent  vague talk about talks with India can only be treated like
pigeon-droppings.

PAK ARMY CHIEF SHOULD LEARN FROM HISTORY
Lt Col Anil Bhat
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VETERANS ALERT

INFORMATION FOR VETERANS

Issue of e-PPO to Pensioners/Family Pensioners
PCDA (P) Allahabad has started issuing e-PPOs for all categories of pensioners.
A new PPO series was also introduced for various types of e-PPOs and
subsequently range of modification took place while adopting the process.
Copies of digitally signed e-PPOs are being sent electronically to PDAs and to
Record Offices (RO) concerned in case of JCOs/ORs. The RO, after scrutinising
and checking the e-PPO, is required to forward a hard copy of the e-PPO (after
printing from the PDF file) along with Descriptive Roll of the pensioners to PDA
concerned. Record Offices (RO) are also required to provide a copy of the e PPO
to the Armed Forces Pensioners/ Family Pensioners for their record either as a
hard copy or through e-mail as deemed fit. Record Offices will instruct their
representative/s to contact the DPCC (Defence Pension Contact Centre)
functioning in the premises of the PCDA (Pension) Allahabad for collection of
e-PPO in soft copy viz. Compact Disk (CD) or in Pen Drive. Discrepancy
observed in the e-PPO, if any, will be immediately brought to the notice of
PCDA (Pension) Allahabad for necessary action by them. For any query
regarding PPO, contact Lt Col Palani S, Officer I/C, DPCC (E-mail ID:
dplc1pcdap@gmail.com, Phone: 0532-2423486, Army Line: 6219). Record
Offices will also ensure that e-PPO are collected and dispatched timely to PDAs
along with Descriptive Roll so that payment of pensionary benefits are made to
the pensioners/family pensioners in time. PCDA (Pension) Allahabad Circular
601 dated 06 Jul 2018 refers.

Enhancement of Ex-Gratia Adhoc Allowance
Ex-Gratia Adhoc Allowance has been sanctioned on compassionate ground@
Rs 9000/- pm w.e.f 01 Jan 2016 to Armed Forces pensioners/family pensioners
migrated from Pakistan, Burma Army pensioners/family pensioners who are
Indian national and drawing their pension in India and Burma Army
pensioners of Nepalese origin who are drawing pension in India and Indian
Embassy, Pension Paying Offices in Nepal. These categories of
pensioners/family pensioners will also be eligible to dearness relief on the ex-
gratia ad-hoc allowance at the enhanced rate under the GOI, MoD, Deptt of
ESW letter No. 1(5)/2017/D(Pen/Policy) dated 11 Apr 2018 at the rates
admissible to Central Govt pensioners from time to time. The extra liability on
account of Ex-gratia ad-hoc allowance to Burma defence family pensioners will
be borne by the Govt of India. The pre-revised Ex-gratia ad-hoc Allowance
(including DR etc.) already drawn by the above pensioners from 1.1.2016
onward shall be adjusted from the enhanced Ex-gratia Ad-hoc Allowance
which shall become payable w.e.f. 1.1.2016 under these orders. Policy and
procedure regarding payment of Ex-gratia Ad-hoc Allowance shall continue to
be governed by the existing instructions issued in the matter so far. It may be
ensured that the payment to pensioners/family pensioners indicated above is
made into the Aadhaar linked Bank Accounts. Any overpayment due for
recovery may be adjusted against the arrears now payable. All other terms and
conditions shall remain unchanged. All PDAs will identify the effective cases
and revise the rate of Ex-gratia Ad-hoc allowance. PCDA (Pension) Allahabad
circular 603 dated 11 Jul 2018 refers.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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BOOK REVIEW

The global order is changing in a fundamental way. In this complicated
environment, India is looking to transform itself into a modern
developed country in which it can promote its national interests. To

understand the dynamics of India’s security policy, it is imperative that we
consider the changes in our immediate neighbourhood, the Indian sub-
continent, our extended neighbourhood, and finally at the world order as it is
emerging.

This publication captures the dynamics of India's security policy in the last
two years in the context of trends towards nationalism, protectionism and
isolationism on the part of major powers, mingled with a desire not to deny
themselves the benefits of internationalism and globalisation. While India has
undoubtedly reinvigorated its partnerships particularly in defence and
economic fields with leading powers, it had also to contend with heightened
tensions and provocative actions of its unavoidable adversaries like China and
Pakistan.

India's immediate neighbours are areas of concern not merely because of
the intrusive presence of its adversaries in this region but also because of their
discontent with India on various counts. India has intensified its engagement
with countries in the Asia-Pacific region which had common threat
perceptions and also provided scope for mutually beneficial development
cooperation. Countries in the West Asian region have also received special
attention because of India's energy needs, diaspora and terrorism. These and
other aspects of India's national security concerns have been
comprehensively examined by contributions of eminent experts.

The book is divided in six sections covering the gamut of the national
security environment, India’s security zones, threats and challenges,
economic and technological issues, and strategic concerns. It concludes with
an assessment which highlights the limited gains and increasing strains. India
has major internal political issues and is in need of structural adjustment to
cope with the new global and regional economic situation. Overall, the base
has been laid, if we choose to build upon it, to continue progress towards
integrating the subcontinent, building connectivity and habits of cooperation
and making institutions work much better.

There is also a clear dichotomy between what we see to our east and to the
west in our extended neighbourhood. The breakdown of the geopolitical
balance, the rise of sectarian violence and ancient animosities, economic
stagnation are all issues of concern. The major geopolitical challenge for India
in today’s situation is dealing with the consequences of the rise of China and
of Asia more generally. Today’s situation is probably best described as
generalised fragmented disorder. This is a world that will reward the agile and
the nimble who adjust rapidly to change, not those who try to replicate the
past and carry on the basis of habit and old experience. 

The essays in this book are a very laudable effort indeed to encapsulate the
essentials of India’s security concerns and enhance our understanding of the
complexities that face us. The broad architecture has been well covered by
eminent contributors. It is a valuable addition to military libraries.

HOW SECURE ARE WE?
Col Harjeet Singh

INDIA’S NATIONAL
SECURITY:

ANNUAL REVIEW 2018.
Edited by Satish Kumar
Pentagon Press, 2018

Pages: 416
Price: `1295/-
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The earliest and much smaller version
of the fort is believed to have been
called Machhindrapur. But the
magnificent fort in South Rajasthan in
the Aravalli Hills that exists today is
called Kumbhalgarh Fort and was built
by Rana Kumbha in the 15th century.

While driving up to it we felt that we
were on a wild goose chase, as the
Google Maps kept saying the fort is
right ahead but we could see nothing.
Only once we parked the car and
walked up to within 500 meters, did we
get our first glimpse of the massive
walls and the experience is with us even
today, many weeks later.

The guide told us that there were
unnatural complications when Rana
Kumbha had started building the fort.
Once construction began, whatever
progress that the workers would make
during day would get destroyed by
night. Investigations didn’t reveal any
mischief or enemy action. They
revealed instead, a curse which Rana
Kumbha didn’t pay heed to. But when
the construction of the fort continued
to be stalled, he sought guidance from
the village saint, Mer Baba. The saint
said that the sacrifice, of a pure hearted
man who voluntarily offers his life,
would ward off the curse. When no
volunteers came forward Mer Baba
offered his own head to the king. But he
laid down three conditions.

“I‘ll ride a horse,” he said. “When the
horse stops for the first time, behead
me and construct the first gate at the
spot”.

Then he gave his second condition.
“Construct the palace where my body
falls of the horse”.

The third condition was that the
palace would be named after him.

The King agreed to all three
conditions. After the sacrifice, the
majestic palace was constructed
unobstructed, the work carrying on
continuously for fifteen years. A small
Hanuman mandir was built at the spot
where the saint’s severed head had
fallen, to commemorate his great
sacrifice. The gate made next to the
mandir was named Hanuman Pol. The
palace was made where the body fell,
and a memorial too was constructed in
the Saints honour. Both the memorial
and the mandir are paid respects to
even today. The palace was named
Kumbhalmer Fort, as per the wish of the
saint.

Built with strict adherence to the
rules of Vastu Shastra, the majestic fort
comprises of seven gates and a total of
360 temples. Water tanks too were
constructed, Lakhola tank being the
main one. Built entirely of stone bricks,
the fort lies 1100 m above sea level. Its
surrounding walls are spread across
various hills for a distance of
approximately 38 km. They are 15 m
wide and were so built to allow passage
of eight horses abreast at any one time.
Strategic spots along the wall allowed
the soldiers a clear view to the Thar
desert and to the distant Aravali ranges.
And yet, despite its spread and massive
structure, it is beautifully hidden, which

THE LEGEND OF KUMBHALGARH
FORT: THE GREAT WALL OF INDIA

Aarti K Pathak
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bespeaks of brilliant planning and
architecture. Many an enemy must’ve
gone round in circles in trying to find
the fort, as it can only be spotted from a
mere 500 meters, from any side.

Understandably, the fort was used as
a place of refuge for the rulers of Mewar
at times of danger. Prince Udai was
smuggled into it when Chittor was
attacked. He later grew up to found the
city of Udaipur. The fort stayed
impregnable to direct assault, and
succumbed only once. It was to the
combined forces of Akbar, Man Singh of
Amber, Raja Udai Singh of Marwar, and
the Mirzas in Gujarat—and that too
only due to a shortage of drinking
water.

Rana Kumbha himself remained
undefeated throughout his life thus
earning the title of Maharana, The King
of Kings. He was known as a brilliant
leader for his men, brave and intuitive.
He was charming too and over seven
feet tall. The Shiv mandir in his fort had
(still has) a gorgeous five feet tall, black
Shivling, where Rana Kumbha could
perform his Abhishek whilst seated.

Before Rana Kumbha, Mewar had
become relatively insignificant due to
the incessant attacks by the armies of
Alauddin Khilji. Throughout his reign,
Rana Kumbha was able to defend his
kingdom against this multi-directional
attacks. The most notable among 
them being of the combined attacks by
Mahmud Khalji (Malwa), Qutbuddin
(Gujarat), Shams Khan (Nagpur) 
and Rao Jodha of Marwar. 
Muslim rulers had given him the title of
‘Hindu Suratna’ meaning the Hindu
Sultan.

The irony of his life however would
be that ‘the Maharana’ who couldn’t be
defeated by the combined armies of
enemies surrounding him, lost his life
to patricide, when his own son Udai
Singh I (not to be confused with Udai
Singh 2, father of the legendary
Maharana Pratap) killed him one night.
The faithfuls of Maharana Kumbha
soon took revenge and killed Udai
Singh, though sometimes it is
attributed to him being struck by

lightning. In his short rule, Udai lost
large parts of Mewar and after his death
was succeeded by his brother Raimal.

Kumbalgarh Fort was declared a
World Heritage Site in 2013. It is
sometimes referred to as the Great Wall
of India. The Monument is well
managed and is exceptionally clean.
Regular allocation of funds channelled
to restore and maintain it part by part
was very heartening to learn about. The
parking however is a nightmare. If the
parking boys tell you to not drive up the
hill, due to traffic congestion ahead,

LISTEN to them. Else you’ll be stuck in
jams for two to three hours and be a
pain for everybody around too. It is best
to park far away and walk up. And yes, if
you do take the effort to go all the way
there, get a guide. Only that will do full
justice to your visit to this magnificent
fifteenth century heritage site.

Aarti Pathak is a mother of two
young children and resides in

Vadodara, Gujarat. A prolific writer she
is presently, C.E.O. and Editor at

Bonobology.com. She blogs at
https:/ / sparrowtimes.wordpress.com
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So today I have this recipe for a maida
less cake, made with wheat flour (atta),
which turns out just delicious every
single time! Soft and moist, it uses very
less sugar, is healthy as it contains atta,
walnuts, banana and cold pressed
coconut oil and the taste is slightly nutty,
with kicks of chocolate. Just perfect for an
evening snack or with morning cup of
chai! Having successfully substituted
maida with atta in preparing this cake, I
wonder why I never did this before! It
tastes just as good, the look is more rustic
from inside with earthen shades and the
best part is that it is Vegan. And yes, it
comes out perfectly every single time!

Ingredients:
� 1 1/2 cups of atta (sifted)
� Two large very ripe bananas or use four
regular size ones (its best to use
bananas that have begun to blacken
from the outside … it seems to work
magic for this recipe)

� 1/4 cup of cold pressed coconut oil (I
got this amazing brand of cold pressed
coconut oil that actually has a sweeter
aroma than the usual oil that can
sometimes be quite overpowering with
its fragrance)

� 1/3 cup of sugar (I used brown sugar)
� Almond milk (roughly 1/4 - 1/2 cup)
� Vanilla essence or vanilla powder (1 tea
spoon)

� Baking Powder 2 tea spoons
� Baking Soda 1/2 tea spoon
� Walnuts chopped into very small

pieces (about 1/4 cup but leave some
aside for decoration)

� Vegan chocolate (I could not find Vegan
chocolate chips so I just chopped up
about 10 pieces of this vegan dark
chocolate I had at home into very small
chocolate chip sized pieces)

Recipe:
In a large bowl, mash the bananas till it
turns into a viscous running liquid. Do
make sure that the banana pieces are
completely mashed with no chunks
remaining. Now add the oil and vanilla
essence to this and mix again.

Place the sifted atta in another bowl
and then add the baking powder and
soda. Mix well. Now add this into your
banana mash and also add the sugar.
This recipe works best it you use the cut
and fold method to mix your ingredients.
So use a spatula and run it through the
centre of your ingredients. When you
reach the bowl turn it along the side and
fold the ingredients from the side of the
bowl to the centre. After doing this a few
times, you can start adding the almond
milk. Add this slowly. You may only need
1/4 cup or 1/2 cup depending upon how
much slurry you got from your bananas.
If the bananas were quite large you may
only require a little bit. There's no need to

worry though. The cake batter is ready
when you can run your spatula through it
easily, the ingredients are mixed well and
it's neither too runny nor too thick.

When you are happy with the look of
your cake batter, add in some of the
chopped walnuts and chocolate and mix.
Alongside, get the oven ready and
prepare your cake tin. I just lined mine
with oil and then sprinkled some atta and
then removed the excess. Now add in
your cake batter. You may need to help
this batter just a little bit to reach the
edges of the tin. Now sprinkle some
walnuts and chocolate on the top. Bake
in the oven at 200 degrees for the first 10
minutes then reduce the temperature to
180 degrees. In all, the cake should take
between 30-40 minutes. Keep your
skewer ready so you can poke into the
cake to check if this is ready!

This cake sends a delicious aroma all
over the house! Serve when still warm.
The chocolate inside will be melted and
the warm cake is just such a heavenly
experience! Do try this out for yourself
and for your Vegan friends.

Ms Aditi Pathak Is based in Singapore.
Widely travelled and from a Services

background, cooking is one of her
many passions.

Vegan Life: Delicious Banana, Walnut and Chocolate Cake
Aditi Pathak
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MAROOF’S MUSINGS

T
he Rafale fighter jet deal is in the news for all the wrong reasons. It is
even more perplexing that while the NDA government has agreed to
purchase this aircraft - at the price and parameters acceptable to the
IAF - it has allowed the opposition parties to gain political mileage

out of what is essentially a good deal. Briefly put, as of now, the NDA
government has only agreed to buy 36 Rafale jets in an operationally ready state
to give the IAF much needed punch with a squadron each for the western and
eastern fronts to meet its two front commitments.

Moreover as this is a G2G deal that only involves the governments of India
and France, there is no room for a middlemen (as is alleged by those who
oppose the deal). That would only be a possibility if a deal is done with a
manufacturer. But that too is distant possibility now with the stringent norms
stipulated by the DPP. Thus the allegations that a certain business house is
being favoured, in this G2G Rafale deal, are baseless. The need for one or more
offset partners will be exercised only when a deal is done to assemble or
manufacture more such aircrafts in India.

But among the many issues that have become part of the political slugfest
over the Rafale aircraft deal, such as its choice, pricing, and allegations of
middlemen, all of which are ill informed and being done to attract voters, the
issue that is at the heart of the tradition of controversies over defence deals in
India, remains unattended. This is the oft repeated story of all our major
military purchases, done in a crisis mode — the IAF nearing the end of its
fighting edge being a case in point here — that leaves us with no room to 'make
in India'.

The absence of adequate defence manufacturing capability in India, leads
us to seek virtually all our weapon systems from markets abroad. Among the
many reasons for this tradition, two are most obvious. One, is the delay in our
decision making. It brings about a desperate need to only seek new weapon
systems abroad. And the other is the absence of any international restrictions
on purchases of conventional weapon systems, have made it an easy to adopt
option, unlike the restrictions on the purchase of missiles (like the MTCR) that
has led our scientists to come up with world class missiles. It is also no
coincidence that all major arms manufacturing countries are the P5 countries
and thus would be unwilling to impose restrictions on their own products!

So India has remained dependent largely on weapons systems made in
Russia, US and the European countries with Israel having joined this group
quietly but steadily so, in the past decade or more. We need to ask how have
countries like Israel (with a population of a few million people that was created
in 1948 near the time India became independent) created a world class arms
manufacturing and export base while we are still nowhere? The argument that
Israel was a US ally and would thus have had US support to develop its military
industrial complex is contestable, as Israeli products like the Arrow missile
shield have posed a challenge to US products like the Patriot missile shield.

The problem with India's defence industrial indigenisation is deeper than
simply a disconnect between the buyer (i.e India's armed forces) and the
manufacturer (i.e India's defence PSUs). That apart, India's defence ministry
has been in the past adamant that all tie-ups for products to be eventually
made in India, would have to be with our defence PSUs. This was a reason for
the delay in implementing the Rafale deal between 2008 and 2015, as Dassault
(the maker of Rafale) wasn't convinced that HAL could provide the quality
control for Rafale jets to be made in India. Perhaps Dassault (the makers of
Rafale jets) could help us change.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.
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Maroof Raza
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